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Golden Panthers sweep doubleheader from Golden Knights - Pg. 28
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Arboretum saved, extension placed to the north.
Aproximately BO raw acres will remain the arboretum, faculty senate says
by REX HOGGARD
News editor

For most UCF students, the end of
this semester is the end of a long and
grueling struggle. For the members. of
UCF's Environmental Society, the end.of
this semester marks the end to a long and
grueling battle to save the UCF Arboretum.
Dr. Frank Juge of UCF's Academic
Affairs messaged Dr..David Vickers, chair
of UCF's Biofogy Department, via electronic mail April 12. " ... the president has
accepted our recommendation to utilize the
northern route for the road and to include
the area south of the proposed road, including the palm strand in the arboretum," Juge
wrote.
The possible destruction of the arboretum has been an ongoing point of conc_ern
for many administrators and students.
The Central Florida Future received
an anonymous letter dated March 1 accusing the administration of "displaying a total
disregard for the UCF environment."
According to the letter, the arboretum would _have been reduced from 80
acres to 10.
Other documents were also included
with the letter. One was a copy of a letter to
Dr. Gary Whitehouse, provost and vice

president for Academic Affairs, from Dr.
Glenn Cunningham, chair of the Chemistry
Department, dated Feb. 9. Cunningham
wrote, "I understand that some drastic ·
changes are planned for the arboretum."
Cunningham stressed the importance
of the arboretum in the letter, saying, '·I
realize, and want, the campus to grow, but
can't we keep some areas like this one, or

do we just have buildings, parking lots and
retention ponds?"
Dr. John Bolte, vice president of Administration and Finance, re"sponded to
Cunningham in another letter, writing, "In
this atmosphere, rumors, which never seem
to have a point of origin, become exaggerated."
"Rumors notwithstanding, and with

500 acres of preserved lands on a 1,200acre campus, any claims to the contrary or
of a concrete-and-brick jungle would be
hard to sustain," Bolte continued.
While ~he UCF faculty senate recognized the rieed for buildable land to accommodate future growth, it concluded in Resolution 1993-1994-7 on March 3 that "the
arboretum be defined, protected, supported,
and included as a part of the UCF Master
Plan."
UCF President John Hitt acknowledged the senate's conclusion in an e-mail
transmission from him to Bolte on April
12, saying, "I am very pleased that an
agreement has been reached and that all are
happy with it; this has been my goal."
The plan is to place the McCuloch
extension to the north of the Cypress Dome
~nd Oak Hammock (see adjoining map).
Although this will eliminate approximately
one-third of the scrub in that area, Vickers
said, "[The elimination of the scrub] was a
trade-off, but in most real world situations
there are trade-offs. We were asked by
President Hitt what we liked, and he followed our recommendations."
Other aspects of the plan include the
future construction of the President's House
See ARBORETUM, page 4

Holocaust ad en-rages community
.,

by REX HOGGARD
News editor
In a press release dated April
13, the UCF administration announced
that it "deplores the decision of the
newspaper [The Central Florida Future] to run a paid advertisement chal-

•

lenging the horrors that Jews endured
during World War II."
The advertisement, paid for by
the Committee for Open Debate on
the Holocaust, implies that the Holocaust, specifically the use ofgas chambers, did not happen.
In the rectangular, text-filled

ad, CODOH states, ''The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum displays no
convincing proof that even one individual was gassed in a German program of genocide."
The advertisement was written
See HOLOCAUST, page 8
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1he Central Florida Future with the controversial CODOH ad hits the stands last Wednesday .
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That means CA$H FOR BOOK$ at Used Text Buy aack!
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Mark these dates now: . ·
•
APRIL 20, 21, 22 8:30 - 5:00
APRIL 23
10:00 - 3:00

APRIL 25, 26, 27, 28 - 8:30 - 7:00
APRIL 29, 8:30 - 5:00
APRIL 30
10:00 - 3:00

MAY 2, 3, - 8:30 - 7:00
MAY 4, 5, 6, - 8:30 - 5:00
MAY 7,
10:00 - 3:00

BEST PRICES PAID FOR BOOKS NEEDED SUMMER AND FALL
USE YOUR BUY BACK RECEIPT FOR 25% OFF ALL UCF CLOTHING AN.D
GIFT ITEMS
PRESENT THIS AD WHEN YOU SELL BACK YOUR B.OOKS AND GET A FREE
UCF PLASTIC LICENSE PLATE ·
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ISA wins Saturn Award for second.time

Thm is currently an opening for the fun and exciting position of entertain.ment editor at
The Central Florida Future. Ajournalism majors preferred, but not required. Applicants must be
knowledgeable about writing and layout while having an interest in the arts. Call 823-8054 for info.
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NEWS BITS

D The Enviromµental Society
will be sponsoring Earth Day at
UCF April 20 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. on the Student Center Green.
The society will also be giving
tours of the Arboretum at noon:'
D The Gay and Lesbian Club will
be having an end of the year party·
on April 22. For further
information contact Debbie at 3597877.
D The schedule for commencement
ceremonies held May 7 is as follows:
• 8 a.m. - College of Arts and
Sciences
• noon - College of Education
• 3:30p.m. -College of Health arid
Public Affairs
. • 7:30 p.m. -Colleges ofBusiness
and Engineering

i

etime ~uarantee

0 The Student · Government
Asociation Study Center _will
remain open during finals week. ·
The center's hours ·will be:.
• April 27 - midnight to 8 a.m.
•April 28 and 29- 1 a.m. to 8 a.m.
• May2through4- l a.m. to 8a.m.
SGA will also be·providing coffee
and doughnuts to.help with those
. "All-Nighters." For further
information call 823-2191.
0 The UCF Filipino Student
Association will be sponsoring
"Embrace The Culture." The goal
of "Embrace The Culture" is to
bring loca.1 Filipino communities
together to celebrate Asian-Pacific
month which is May. The event
begins May 14 at Lake Claire.
D The UCF Dive Club will be
sponsoring "Scuba Discovery" on
April 30 from noon to 4 p.m. This
event will be open to all students
and faculty. For further
information contact Don Draper
at 321-9745.

0 The Orlando Sh~kespeare
Festival will begin at the Walt
Disney Amplitheater at Lake Eola
Park April I at 8 p.m. Special
ticket prices for UCF students,
faculty, staff and alumni are
available.
This
year ' s
performances will include
"Hamlet" and "Much Ado About
Nothing." For ticket information
call 841-9787.

D Student Government has six
justice seats open in the judicial
branch. For further infonnation,
pick up an application at the SGA
office or call 823-2191.

0 The International Orlando Fringe
Festival is seeking volunteers to
work as production assistants,
ushers, venue captains and other
assorted jobs. The festival will be
April 22 through May 1. For further
information contact Linda
Hightower at 648-0077.

0 Jason Kovats, a student at UCF,
was in a serious automobile accident on March 11. Tohelpdifferthe
cost of his medical cost a fund,
Jason Kovats Fund, has been opened
at Great Western Bank. For further
information contact Cari Anderson
at 695-7950 or 647-8200 (work).
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14 J 80 E. Colonial Dr.
OrJando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

~Comfortable ...

Convenient ... ~

THAT'S

ALAFAYA TRAIL
. APARTMENTS

2501 ALAFAYA TRAII. ORLANDO. FL. 32826

COME SEE OUR
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Apartments with:
FREE water,sewer & Pest Control
GE appliances
Mini-blinds
Carpeting
AMPLE parking·
Swimming pool
Entertainment deck for your
private functions
2 lighted tennis courts
Basketball court
Lighted; sand-pit volleyball court
ropen Monday· T~ru Friday 9-Spm""'
Sat . .10-4pm Sun. 12-4pm
':" ~~-_....(....4_0_7__
) ,2_7_5_-_8_9_50_ _ _ _..J
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Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-up$ i

On April 12, Provost Gary
Whitehouse presented 16 members of the International Student
Association with the Second Saturn Award.
The award was given to the
ISA for hosting the international
student fair; held Sept. 27·. The
Members of ISA's International Speakers Bureau after
fair involved 37 nations and was
receiving the 1994 National Saturn Award.
held to promote cultural awareness.
AG.cording to Joanna
McCully, coordinator of student
programs and services at UCF,
this is the second time the ISA has .
won the award. The first time was
in 1992.
Whitehouse presented the
members of the ISA with a trophy
and a check for $1,000.
The 16 students who received the. award were members
of ISA's International Speakers
Bureau. The bureau gives presentation~ at regional conferences and
sponsors workshops around the
county, said McCully ...
"The dedicated team effort brilliantly."
peting for $5,000. The winning
of the Bureau has enriched, enWinning the award now team will be chosen for its supehanced and educated the UCF and makes the bureau eligible for the rior teamwork and community iriOrlando community." ·McCulJy National Saturn Award. The na- · volvement and will be presented
said. "The bureau attempts to make tional award involves 25 colleges at Saturn Headquarters in Spring
a difference, and ft has succeeded and universities who will be com- Hill, Tenn.
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DEANA LIPPENS

News editor
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Individual expression with

Licensed, Award Wmnmg
Female Artist

by REX HOGGARD
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One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with other offers or specials .
Double meat available at extra cost.
oFFEnGooooNLYArrH1sLocAr10N

3912 ALAFAYATRAIL
(1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
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I (1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVEnSI TY
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
I
277-3350

I

DUY ANY 6" SUB OR
SMALL SALAD & GET .
ONE

FREE

(With rurct1ase of a medium drink)
0 •1e covpur. per customer per visit.
Not valid wi.h other offers or specials.
Double meat ff{ailable at extra cost.
oFFERGooooNLYATTH1sLocAr10N

I 3912 ALAFAYA TRAIL
I (1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
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Expires 4/27/94 ·

1:1nmma-m1nm•w~m1
COMPUTER NUTS
Mail order prices .. .locally
Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

DELUXE SYSTEMS
486DX2-66/128K VLB 1539
48SDX-50/128K VLB 1499
486DX·40/128K VLB 1359
486DX-331128K VLB 1359
486SX·25/128K VLB 1199
486DLC-40/128K ISA 1169
- -- - -·-· - ·- ·-· - -- - ·- · - ·- -·- ·- ·- ·- - --- --------

CUSTOMIZATIONS
Extra 4 Meg RAM
Extra 12 Meg RAM
VLB IDE wth 1/0
VLB Video 1 Meg
425 M3 Hard Drive
341 M3 Hard Drive
540 M3 Hard Drive
387DX40 Math Co.
250 M3 T~e Drive

Add
Add
.Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

176
540
20
24
100
60
2l:l
39
164

Maos:>ft Mouse
Paradise Accel 24
Paradise Value
17"C7X 1760DF
15"CTX1561LR

Md

Ackf
Acid
Ackf
Add
14.4 Fax Modem . Add

24196 Fax Modem Md

24
130
30
430

100
119

42

250 VA UPS
Acid 109
Strge Arrest viTel Ackf 35

Systems Include: Pvbtherboard YiCPU, 4MB RAM, 251 MB Hard Dive, 1.2 M3and1 .44 MB Fk>ppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1F¥1 G Controller, 1 M3 Video Card; 14" SVGA .28 NI Pvbritor, 101 Keyboa-d,
Case Yi250 Watt Power St41ply, ·DOO 6.2, Windows 3.1, 3-Button Pvbuse

~ FANTASTIC NEW PRICES ON MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS ~
NEC 510 3X CO ROM
439
Pro Audio ~m 16
129 Sound Galaxy NX Pro 109
PanasooicCDR 562 CD ROM 179 Sound Bla&er 16 Emsic
119 80 WattSpeakers
79
Mitsuni CD RCM
149 Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe 109 LABTEC PC ~ 19
Choose fi"an otr seledion of CD titles Q-eat Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the corner of Lake Underhill .and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat lOam - 6pm

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax: (407) 658-9615

VISAt MASTERCARD & DISCOVER ACCEPJ'ED

Administration supports new road plan

•

ARBORETUM, from page 1

on the Creal Pond. No time frame
has been given for the construction of the house and accompanying road.
Although Vickers was hesitant about giving the exact dimension of the arboretum, he did say
that the area will remain at approximately 80 acres.
"Approximately one-third
of the campus will be placed in
some sort of protected status. This
is more than we envisioned we
would receive," he said.
David Allen, co-chairman
of the Arboretum Committee, said,
"We have made some concessions,
but what we received in retum
more than makes up for any scrub
elimination."
Dick Joslyn, an environmental activist with the group ecoaction, commented on the realignment ofland as arboretum instead
of biology preser.ve.
"All thearea [approximately
80 acres] will be arboretum, thus
we will be able to enhance it," he
said. "Whereas, when some of the
area was biology preserve, we
were not allowed to enhance or
change the land in any way."
Vickers commented on the
· administration's support of the issue. "I was very impressed with
President Hitt. He told us to make
a recommendation and he would

N

16 000 Movies

GEMINI EAST

' AMERICAN VIDEO NETWORK
The Largest, The Best With Over
30,000 Movies Per Store

I

r-FREE-'
: MOVIE!:

--

.

.

-------

Rent Two Movies at ReJ:ular Pr-ice and Recel:lve
Movie Free! Please Present Coupon. Expires
4/30194

~...

O LD McCULOCH
EXTENSION
PROPOSAL

•

•

All Movies 2 for $3.00 Mon-Thurs.
Extra Days Only 94¢
*Pinar Plaza 282-3666
726 S. Goldenrod Rd. (Winn Dixie)

•

*Kissimmee Square 931-0005
1355 E. Vine St. (Corner of Vine & Mid1igan)
*Goodings Plaza 774-9119
1031 Montgomery Rd. (at 434)
•Apopka 8 6 2-4441

follow it."
The administration has been
unclear as to when the boundaries
of the arboretum will be established. "The boundaries are important. We · need to [establish
them] very soon," said Juge.
The timetable for the construction of the new road was also
unclear. However, according to
Peter Newman, a member of
UCF's Facility Planning Department, the department plans to submit a proposal to the Boar.ct ~f

Regents by mid-July, and hopes
to begin construction before January.
"The Gemini-East plan has already been approved," he said.
"Now that we have a plan in place
for the McCuloch extension, we
can start the process."
Joslyn mentioned the need
to remain "on top" of the situation.
/
"We need to assure the administration follows what they
said they would." he said.

3030 E. Semora1,1 Blvd. (Hunt Club)
*Conway Shopping Center 282-5555
4400 A. Curry Ford Rd. (Next to Publix)
*K-Mart Plaza 834-3666
6813 Hwy. 17-92 (Fern Park)
*Americana Plaza 857-0530 .
2053 American Blvd.
*Willow Creek Plaza 699-9119
2285 Red Bug Lake Rd. (W. ofTuscawilla)

•

*Westgate Shopping Center 294-4441
2761 N. Hiawassee Rd. (al Silver Star)
*University Square Plaza 657-8414
7456 University Blvd. (Next to Winn Dixie)

•
•

Wolff system tanning at

·Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

•
•

Plastic bo.ttles used to create new sportswear
College Press Service

NEW YORK-Environmentally correct clothing is a hot-button
item in the fashion industry, and 54
students recently unveiled 63 designs
todemonstratehowtoday'sDietPepsi
bottles can become tomorrow's thermal underwear.
The Students from the Fashion
Institute of Technology and Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science
were challenged by Wellman Inc. to
create sports garments such as jackets,
shoes, thermal underwear, slippers,
shoelaces, vests, hats andrnittensmade
form its Fortrel EcoSpun, a patented
polyester fiber that comes from recycled plastic bottles.
The Designs of the Future, by
DesignersoftheFuture,showonApril
10 gave the student designers a chance

to showcase their environmentallycorrect clothes before an international
fashion community.
Wellman officials readily admit that their reasons for sponsoring
the show stem from adesire to cash in
on the appeal of recycled activewear~
"In recent market research
aimed at the college community,
Wellman confmned that the environ~ent, the solid waste crisis and recycling were top-of-the-mind issues on
college campuses," said John Ander. son,_ vice president of marketing.
'What better way to bring this to the
attention of the fashion community
than by challenging the young designers of tomorrow with this competition. These young people have
the future of fashion and the future of the p.lanet in their hands."
The· process of obtaining

EcoSpun from recycled plastic bottles
goes something like this: Beverage
bottles, ranging in size up to two liters,
are made of polyethylene terephthalate, or PET.
· The bottles cantt be reused in
their current form, but they can become a raw material for making polyester fibers, thread and cloth. The labels and caps are removed, and bottles
are sorted by color. The bottles then
are chopped into small pieces that are
washed and dried. The shr~ are
heated, purified and formed into pellets1 then processed -further to obtain
fine fibers that can be spun into thread,
yam or other materials.
Active wear companies thatsell
clothing made from EcoSpun include
Patagonia, Blue Water Ltd., Critter
Mountain Wear, North by Northeast
and other companies.

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS.
TI600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333 ·

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
Private Clubhouse
•
2 pools & sauna
·•
Complete ·f itness center •
Sand volleyball court
•
Lighted tennis court
•
Lighted basketball court •
•
• 2 laundry facilities
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum rtght on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance .

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

•
•

10 Visits for $25.00
• Acrylic Nails (student discounts available)
• Massage therapist
• NEW TRIM & SLIM THIGH CREAM NOW
AVAILABLE
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial

282•6042

•

•
•

Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m. Sunday Noon-5pm
·
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94
Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

z_rio

•

•

EYE CARE
CENTERS
Winter Park

•

679-1010

South of University
on 436
-

University Park
Plaza (next to Xtra)

Change the·· color
of yo·ur ~yes
Wessley Jessen Durasoft
Opaque Colors

~~~---...~~--==---=~

Daily Wear
Opaque Colors

2 Pairs
Less
Rehate*

,~-=-~~--:::--~~~~

$129.00
30.00
99.00

Ex:.1111101 ludnckcl
Nol Valid with ollll'f olf.,rs. Expir<'s 4/JO/~

Contact Lenses
& Exam

•

•

<B&.L. u Serks Ck:.r)

Extended Wear
$129.00
Daily Wear
$99.00

•

Nol Valid with otlicr ulfo:rs. Expiro:s 4/30r'94

•

Exams By Doctors of Optometry.
1llr p:itir1d It "ny ollJCr ,,..,.... r<'spon~ihk for paynrm li:is:. rii:)1110 l\'fu~ I<> p:.y, 1:a1K'l:i, payllll:'UI or be
ll:imburscd for payn11e1• f<K any olllt'f sc.nic.-, l'.uni11a1ion ur ltl':&tnl<"lll Wlii:h is ~rfoml<"d u" R:SUll of witlia
72 hours of r<"~ulinl! tu II"' arlwrtisi111t for 1111:' ff\'\", tli$1."0llllk:d ftt ot r"1•1t..,d ftt ll<"fwit..,, .-x:.min:.tion or
ltt"~Ull~t•.
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New registration policy UCF Surf team wins regional ·competition
to aid students and staff
by REX HOGGARD

News editor

D The plan should ease
the registration process. ·

I)

need classes that should be taken
in sequence. Although this policy
The UCF Surf Team won
is a good idea, there could be the South East Regional Surfing
some side effects with certain stu- contest last weekend at New
by TRACY WHITTAKER ·
dents
changing their minds on Symrna Beach Inlet to clinch the
Staff writer
particular courses after already regional title. This was the last
For the first time, UCF is registering."
National Scholastic Surfing Assoattempting a two-for-one regisMany students do not seem ciation contest for the year.
tration policy that will allow stu- to see much difference in this plan
Team captain David llano,
dents to register for both summer than before, although some are whoplacedthirdoverall,said, "We
and fall classes this spring. The finding phone registration more are excited to be moving on to the
·plan began the first day of regis- difficult. The more classes there East Coast Championships. This
tration, March 28, and continues are to register for, the harder it has been a great year."
through August, allowing students will be to get an open phone line.
The next contest will be the
to register throughout the spring
'1t made the process harder," East Coast Championship at ·
and summer;
said Tara Carbia, a junior majoring Sabastina Inlet next weekend.
"We are hopeful that the in legal studies. "I had to call back
Team member Den Lacy UCF Surf Team members: Steve Kepler, Kevin Frederick,
two-for-one registration policy twice, and it took so much time. I wonthemen'sdivision,andKevin Ben Lacy, Jeff Froemming and David llano.
will benefit the students," said Dr. · gue~s that it was because people Fredrick placed second. UCF
UCF placed first with Flagler, ing second through fifth.
Thomas HoddlestonofEnrollment were on the phone for so long and it body boarder Jeff Froemming AoridaAtlanticUniversity,PalmBeach
· The UCF"B"Teamcamein
and Academic Services. "Having took twice as much time."
placed fourth in his division.
CommunityCollegeandStetsonplac- seventh in its category.
both summer and fall proposed at.-------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the same time helps faculty plan
ahead for two semesters in~tead
of just one," he said.
UCF is the only state university offering this type of program, and the plan will aid both
faculty and students planning for
1994. Around 6,000 students who
are enrolled during the spring semester do not attend summer session, so these students now have
Buy One Footlong Sub and Get One
the opportunity to register for fall
before leaving this spring.
of Equal or
Lesser Value
Dr. Edward P. Sheridan,
With Purchase of 2
dean of the College of Arts and
Medium Drinks ·
Sciences commented: "This new
Expires 5/10 94
program of registration will · be
Not vahd with an·1 other discount o'I•: NJI ''.al'\l w/deh11ery
~rdc•s Vahd l'lilh this coupon o~tv One per customer. · I
very favorabfe to students who

FREE

________ _,

And yotl thoti t you could only
afford macaroni and cheese.
•,

MacinJash• LC 475 81160, Apple"
Color Plus 14' Display, AffJ/e Exlendeti Keyboard DIJ1ld mouse.

Oniy ll,571.()().

Mac:inkJsb Quadra• 660AV 81230,
mternal App/eCIJTM300i CD-ROM Drive, Afple9 AudioVisimlnt
14" Display, ,4fPle F:l:Jended Keyboard UIJ1ld mouse.

Only $2,fi02.()().

.

Power MactnJoshIM 6100/60 81160, Apple9
Color Plus 14" Display, Apple F:l:Jended Keyboard UIJ1ld mouse.

Only $2,022.00.

Right now; you could take home one of the country's best-selling personal notebook computer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
ever. It~ that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
computers· for incredibly low monthly payments. By
The Apple Computer Loan.
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
Reseller for further information.
~e
choose from the entire Macintosh• line or grab a PowerBool(, the most popular You'll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget.

Appl .1...
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am -4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am -4:00 pm
or call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226.

* While Supplies Last.
I

UCf C.ampus

Buybac~ H~urs -

Al.afay.a TrJil

IMcD~~1

Nation's
Bank

______ UnivcH1ity · .____ __,
Shoppep1
University Blvd

UCG

tColleg~

&

'

.Book

Supply

April
April
April
April
April

20, 21, 22
23
25, 27, 28
29
30

May 1
May 2, 3
May :4, 5, 6
May7

8:30-6:00
10:00-4:00
8:30-7:00
8:30-6:00
9:00-4:00
1:00-5:00
8:30-7:00
8:30-6:00
10:00-4:00

College Book & Supply cooperates with Law Enforcement
agencies in prosecuting individuals selling stolen textbooks.

College Book & Supply
College Book & Supply• 12209 Univer~ity Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817 • (407) 249-0855
(Next to Domino's & Kinko's in the University Shoppes)

UF to build.a regional campus in Brevard Univeristy raises money to help
I!)

D UF says its regional
program will not
conflict with UCF's.
by TED CEDROS
Staff writer

~

Dr. Maxwell King, president of Brevard Community College, has offered the University of
Florida the opportunity to start a
satellite campus on its Palm Bay
Campus. UF has accepted the offer and is planning on starting
operations there in 1997.
According to Dr. Charles
Coleman, Palm Bay BCC provost,
the UF campus would use classroom and lab space available in
the same arrangement that UCF
has at its Cocoa campus. "No programs or classes will conflict with
the agreement we have with UCF,"
said Coleman. "In fact, the UF
program would enhance UCF.'_'
Coleman has been ap-

pointed
chairman of
the committee to work
out details
of the new
campus.
Currently
there is no
information
Hitt
available
from BCC, UCF or UF as to exactly what programs may be offered.
UF Vice-Provost Gene
Hemp confirmed that plans for
the new facility are only beginning. "We haven't even started
planning yet," he said. "There is
. int~rest from legislators in UP
having a campus in Brevard."
UF currently has two specialized schools in operation' outside its Gainesville campus.· One
is an architectural school in Miami, and the other an engineering

school in West Palm.
UCF was not informed of
BCC' s offer prior to its announcement, UCF President John Hitt' s
office reported. Hitt has been in
contact with King since then, and
the offer was discussed.
In a written statement, Hitt
rejected any notion that a UF campus in Brevard would conflict with
UCF programs. "Brevard County
is within UCF' s 11-county service region.
Other state university systerns are prohibited from offering
programs within UCF's service
region, unless such programs are
not part of UCF' s approved mission or unless UCF is unable or
.unwilling to provide them," the
report read.
Hitt pointed to the new jointuse library and the Florida Solar
Energy Center as evidence of
UCF's continued interest in the
,Brevard branch campus.

students pay for college
College Press Service
DAVIS, Calif.- The University of California-Davis campus has launched a Students First
campaign to solicit $15 IIllllion in
private donations to fund scholarships, fellowships, student-related
academic programs and other financial aid for undergraduate and
graduate students.
UC fees have more than
doubled in three years, now costing students an average of $3,800
per year, wfth an increase of more
than $600 expected in 1994-95.
While the number of students applying for state financial aid has
risen sharply, the percentage of
applicants who actually get state
grants has dropped to 20 percent.
, "Students First comes at a

time when the state's economic
woes mean financial instability
for many families and for the university system as well," said UCDavis Acting .Chancellor Larry
Vanderoef. 'Through this campaign, we intend to bridge the gap
between fees and available :financial aid. We must do all we can to
reduce the growing indebtedness
of our students and their families."
UC Davis graduates now
owe an average of $10,000 by
graduation. Two to three times
that amount is typical for graduate
and professional students.
The campaign is sponsored
by the UC Davis Foundation, a
volunteer support group of alumni
and business and professional
leaders from the community.

There is currently an opening for the fun and exciting position of entertainment editor at
The Central Florida Future. Ajournalism majors preferred, but not required. Applicants must be
knowledgeable about writing and layout while having an interest in the arts. Call 823-8054 for info.
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TIME

DAYl
WED, 4/27
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FRI, 4/29
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DAU

DAY7

SAT, 4/30

MON,1/2

TUES, 5/3
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Class Mttlin1 Timu:
7:00·9:45 w
7:00-8:15 MW
7:00·7:50 MWF

7:oo.t.50

7:00·9:45 R
8:30-9:45 TR

10:00.12:50

10:00·12:45 w
· 10:00-11:15 MW
10:00·10:50 MWF

13:00.15:10.

13;00.15:45 w
13:00·14:15 MW
13:00-13:50 MWF

16:00.11:50

16:00·18:45 w
17:30-18:45 MW

10.~'(I. !A:45 R
10:Q0.1i:l5 TR

7:00-9:45 F
8:30·11:15 F
9:00.9:50 MWF
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7:00.9:45 M
8:30·9:45 MW
8:00-8:50 MWF
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16:00· 18:45 T
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20:30·21:45 MW
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To All UCF Graduates and Families
. Groups of 6 and over.will receive
~Free Bottle of Champaigne ~
Make Lunck and Dinner Reservations Now
rfre~ Bottle of Champaign;lAl.1-you-can-eat Lunch Buffet

'

I '':'flll/ (DAY OF GRADUATION) I
I 1~~Special Lunch Buffet Provided I
{Full Liquor Bar}
I
.
. · I
~

__ __:, ___ - ._J

Monday ~rough F~day ror$5.95, ll:J0.2PM

Dinner 1s Served ...
Monday through Sunday, open at 5PM

365-4774
2 mUes north of Unlverslty on Alafaya

¢JJ~r;fJ ~ ~ rJ
¢Jcn~fJfJ rJIJJ@ fJ(};JfJfJ(J ~

~~@- ~i@
;ge!J~ fYe!J~@tJrp ~ 4.J[lJ[lJ@(lffe;j~fJ ~

Jtl~VJfPJfJ
@k!~[JJil@ ~ Jtl@fJG @~~~rJJ[JJ ~fjfJ
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL UCF STUDENTS
WITH VALID ID
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
273-7336 (NEXT TO. CREDIT UNION)

Real A1•1.e1.·ica.1tt §-teaks

.·CJ

Future condemed by administration
HOLOCAUST, from page 1
by Bradley Smith of Visalia, Calif. In
an interview with The Orlando Sentinel , Bradley said the ad had been
placed in 24 other college newspa-

pers.
The ad has also caused considerable debate at the University of Miami. The Miami Hurricane, UM's
student newspaper, ran the same ad in
itsApril 12issue.Inresponsetothead,
Sandord Ziff threatened to withhold a
$2-million contribution to the university.
Edward Foote, University of
Miami president, responded, "At a
university of all places, if we err, we
should err, if at all, on the side of
freedom of thought"
According to Foote, the student
newspaper could have been censored,
since it is a school run newspaper;
however, the administration choose to

support the Hurricane.
According to Dave Bauer, the
Future' seditor-in-chief, the $114 paid
by CODOH for the ad will be donated
to Anti-Defamation ~aue and the
Holocaust Memorial Museum. Bauer
also questioned UCF' s condemning
of the newspaper, sighting a$100,000
donauon the school accepted from the
University Club, an organization without a Jewish or black member.
The administration's release
further read, ..Acceptance of the ad
suggests that The Central Florida
Future is willing to value financial
gam overintel lectual honesty and sensiu vity to the historic record."
A group of 12 Future staff
members issued their own press release the evening .of April 13, which
read in part, 'The editor-in-chief has
failed to act in the collective responsibility and accepted this ad solely on his
own bad faith and judgment."

GRAND OPENING
In The Univcrc!>ily Palm'-'\ c~hoppif18 Ccnlcr

4250 Alafo.ya Trail 6uilc 192

Oviedo Family & Cosmetic Dentistry

Complele Dent.al Exam(ADA 1110)
Bilcwing X-Ray~ (ADA 0274)
And Cleaning (Af)A 0110)

$25

King added that although
younger people bring a lot of business
to St. Joseph's, the clientele varies in
all aspects.
"We see just about everyone,"
King said. "We even have people that
come from out of town just to shop
here. I have some ladies from
Opelousas, St. Martinville, Breaux
Bridge, Cade and Maurice.
''It_helps them because we sell
at minimal prices," King said, adding
that all funds go directly to the St.
Joseph's Men's Shelter.
Petty Robinson, manager of
AmbassadorCaffery' sGoodwill store,
recalled a time when Goodwill was in
an old warehouse.
"We started in a warehouse in
Broussard. There was no air conditioning in the warehouse and no heat,"
shesaid. "Wewerejusttryingtomake
an old warehouse look like a retail
store before this store was built."
.Robinson stressed the quality
of the merchandise sold at Goodwill stores. "We get $180 designer
blouses from Anne Klein and Ellen

From the shiny bell bottoms of
disco to old flannel shirts of grunge,
the most popular look for the '90s is
retro, according to students who have
honed their sense of what's authentic
on trips to thrift stores.
Goodwill and St Joseph' sDistribution Center are becoming more
popular than department stores with
the "phat" of contemporary society.
Thrift stores offer a wide variety of used items, with the most
popular item being clothing. Here,
someone's discarded junk can be
another person's collected treasure.
It is not unusual to find vintage
clothing from other eras among the
piles and racks of clothing offered.
Shopping can become not a chore,
to achieve," saidMoorison. ''The look
butamini-adventurewithguilt-free,
I'm going for, really, is just to be
affordable purchases.
Tight-budgeted University of
myself. If the grunge look is me, then
I'm grungy."
SouthwestemLouisianastudentsagree
Angelique Guillory, a general
that they are shopping at thrift stores as
studies junior, mentioned another use
a solution to their budgetary needs,
for used clothing.
and also because it's fun.
'Tuey make
'The reagreat
costumes,"
son why I thrift
she
said.
"So, when
shop is because
Mardi Gras and
it's a hobby,"
Halloween come
said Rachel Le There is a market in used clothing.
around, you can
Tulle, a _general
Personally, I think, since I'm into music,
buy the best stuff at
studies junior
basement prices."
whose favorite that that has a lot to do with why I shop
"People are
shop is St.
there [a thrift store].
getting wise toward
Joseph's Distri-Wilbert Moorison buying products
bution Center.
music theory, freshman andshopping,"said
"And because
Guillory, noting
it's so inexpenthatpeoplearestartsive, I can find
many great things for a cheaper price. Tracy, and we sell these for $3.49," ing to buy more generic items from
"lt'salotoffun, because I'll go Robinson said. "We get a few people retail stores. "Shopping wisely fits
in and find something that I'm not that are clotheshorses and they come naturally into the clothing area of the
even looking for, and I couldn't here in the morning and rack up on economy."
Guillory has many friends that
normally find those kinds of things · $100 and $200 stuff for just $3.49.
share her hobby. "All my friends get
in a store."
That is a real deal!"
Wilbert Moorison, a music together and they' 11 show me what
Rita King, who has worked
at St. Joseph's for four years, said theory freshman, said he can "never they bought, and I'll show them what
I bought," she said. "It's a lot of fun."
that she noticed a significant in- pass up a bargain."
'There'samarketinusedclothIf individuality is what the
crease in the number of young
people shopping there within the ing,"hesaid. "Personally,Ithinksince '90s are about, then that is the esI'm into music, that that has a lot to do sence of shopping at thrift stores on
past year.
"I think everyone is going with why I shop there. I see a lot of a bargain budget.
"You can put pieces together
to a thrift shop now," she said. artists there, too. I think they're trying
and have a vintage look, or a grunge
"I'veenjoyedworkingwiththeyoung to project an image.
"Some people go with the look, or a punk look." Guillory
people the most. It amazes me to see
grunge look and some people want to added. "You can basically pick up
what they like.
"Something that I would throw be theimageoftheartist Used clothes any kind of look you want to if you
away, they pick up," she said, laughing. make all different kinds oflooks easy shop long enough and hard enough."
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Thift stores offer new look
College Press Service

Monday:

NOW OPEN· UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER
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($30 or more)
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WE ALSO HAVE BEATIFUL SILK ARRANGEMENTS, DISH
GARDENS AND ANE GIFTS. '
AFS and REDBOOK Wire Scrviccs--Wc Accept all major crcdi1 cards

take

t<aplan and get

a h1gHer score...

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question

Credit card abuse high for college students
College Press Service

i ,,

CARBONDALE, Ill. - As
many as one-third of college students have the potential for serious
credit card abuse, according to a
study at the Univc!rsity of Illinois at
Carbondale.
Although many students
graduate with debts that they expected to pay, such as educational
loans, some could risk going straight
from graduation to bankruptcy because of unexpected financial burdens that result from poor use of
credit cards.
Connie J. Armstrong, assistant professor in technical and resource management, and M. Joyce

,_,

Craven, visiting assistant professor
in health care professions-management, surveyed 243 students and
found that one-third showed credit
attiti.Jdes and behaviors that indicated future financial trouble.
.Some of those factors include
owning a large number of credit
cards, having multiples of the same
card, making minimum payments
on balances and being unaware of
the cards' interest rates.
"A credit history can become
very well known," Craven said. "It
could hurt graduates in their future
care~rs because employers have
access to credit ratings." A company might not be as willing to hire
a recent graduate who has reached
the maximum limits on atl of his or

her credit cards, compared with
someone who makes regular paymen ts.
Armstrong and Craven also
found that most students in the survey were in debt not because of
educational expenses, but_because
they used plastic to pay for c1othes,
gas, entertainment, travel , groceries
and eating out. Only 3 percent of the
charges were for books or tuition.
They encouraged students to
avoid running up large credit debts
by limiting the numberof cards they
hold, shopping for low interest rates
and paying off the balance every
month.
''Remember that the money
you' re spending today is tomorrow 's
income;" Armstrong said.

There is currently an openingforthefunandexcitingpositionofentertainmenteditorat
The Central Florida future. Ajournalism majors preferred, but not required. Applicants must be
knowledgeable about writing and layout while having an interest in the arts. Call 823-8054 for info. .

..---ToMikEddiES
Travel & Events Coordinator
"A Leisure Resource Company"

Low Airf.ares, Cheap Car Rentals
Great Hotel Rates
Located on Almoa at St. Andrews in the Crt::llde Executive Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE• SUITE 1 3 0 WINTER PARK, FL
" '
Call (407) 677-9285 OR 1-800-392-8253' ~
., . •
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J 12245 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

·1ORLANDO, FL. 32817

For all UCF
Students/Faculty/Staff
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(1282-4442
'. 1 Across from UCF in the UC6 Shopping Center
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I . BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR I
I $·300.00-0FF ' I
I YOUR FIRST FULL MONTHS RENT I
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CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION--365-83_88
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It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night .
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in

'

~ -\ . hand, but s~eep ~n ~e b~ain,
· ~ . . .. · . ·-~
make it a V1vann mght!
: . ·= . ·
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Classified

The Central Florida Future

AUTOS

CLUB INFO
vw

Episcopal Campus Ministry
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
Student Center
Students, Staff, Faculty, all wel-

.Jetta, 4dr, A/C, AM/FM
1987
cass, automatic, runs perfect$4500

ROOMMATES

FOR SALE

April 20, 1994

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST
P!r, Mon.-Th., 2:30 - 6:30..
Goldenrod office. Call Linda at
677-8888

SERVICES

pub I is h i n g I~ o b - S ea r c h .
Laserprinting, Papers, Resumes,
060. Call 380-3573
lowsmetooffermy servicesatvery T
.
G
h' A t
reasonable rates. Term papers,
ransparencies,
rap 1cs- u
~c_o_m_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.88 Hyundai Excel, 4 speed, A/C,
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up reports, resumes,coverletters,etc. CAD. Job-Hunts, any occupation,
AM/FM stereo cass., low miles, to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching
For your convenience, 1 have a national database. 679-8342. Digi
UCF DIVE CLUB-SCUBA !
excel!. cond., depend. $2795080 , basic conv~rsational English in
FAX, so your drafts can be faxed, ~ta_l_B_e....1e~e_r_8_97_·_0_78_2_ _ _ _--1
Japa~, Taiwan, or S. Kor~a. No
aving you a delivery trip. CALL
UCF YEAR END SPECIAL!!
Research Dive in Stuart 4/23. call Rick 382-4524
.
ANE SPRING at 645-0880. I'm Have a mini-party. Students & sta
Last meeting for Spring, Mon., 4/ i-----------------lteaching backr~und or A?1an
Toyota Supra 81, Engine purrs,
languages required. For information only a phone call away.
enjoy a 1 hour scenic trail ride on
25, SC 214, 5-7 PM, pizza & slide
gentle horses. 3 miles from UCF.
show. Keys 5/10-12. Call Andrew Auto, AM/FM w/equalizer, $1300 call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5418
080, 381-0610
A+ Typing and Word Processing
After the ride enjoy FREE hot dog
@ 382-8007
~------------------~
Quality work! Quick results!
over. an open campfire. Each ride
_ Call today (407) 366-7123
receives a FR EE bag of fresh picked
AVAIL PART -TIME JOBS. Need
oranges to take home. BYOB. Call
several students M/F to help with
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
now. Kensington Stables, Ovied
new night club prom·otion on I drive.
Term
papers
and
resumes
at
ter365-9866, 365-9815. 1-3 person
3bd/2ba Maste rbedroom, $225 + 1I 1992 Yamaha SuperJet-Jetski. Lots Must enjoy people and having fun.
rific rates 281-8888 M-S 9-9 Genny ~$_20_ea_._4_+_p_e_rs_o_ns_$_1_8_e_a_.______
5+/hr
1
or
2
nights/wk.
18+pref.
3 util.,pool,spa, great location near of extras. $3300 679-6157
. 28-8885
INTERESTED IN A FRESH
cor'npus, wash/dry, Females only.
WORD PROCESSING
START:
382-2013
Beautiful wedding gown, veil, worn
Let us do the work! Quality & Low Try a free spring makeover from
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 1 x, size 5. Call Barb 677-7250$350
your personal beauty consultant.
Summer Resort Jobs - Earn to prices $$$ 359-7354
WORDMASTERS
Contact D. Raquel at 365-5789
own furnished room in a 3/2 Apt. ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, $12/hr. + tips. Hawaii, Florida,
$1 58 @ mo+ 1; 3. Located across 1989 Hyundai Excel GLRockies, Alaska, New England,
Typing and resume service
fromUCF. M/F/NS. Pleaseca11 249_ 3D,White,Auto,Sunroof AM/FM
etc. 1-800-807-5950. ext. R5418
Since 1986 for all your student
2817
Cass,Tires new 823-0464
needs. IBM and laser equip.
~----------~--------------1
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - + Modern white furn., 2 twin beds, 2
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYSame-day service avail. We've
Roommate Needed: Own room, dressersand2storageheadboards,
MENT-Earn to $8,000+ in 2 mos+
moved, call for info. 277-9600
BASS PLAYER WANTED!!
$155@mo,closetocampus,avail. must sell. Price Neg. Call Michelle
benefits. Male/Female. No Exp.
RE s u ME TIME!
5/8, Jeff, George or Charles @275- 1 823-9064
necessary (206) 545-4155 ext
co MP.dia "Overnlaht" Resume Classic Rock/Blues (Hendrix,
8693
_A_p_p_~_C_o_m_p_u_~_r_,_b_ra_n_d_n_e_
w_w_/~~A_5_4_1B___________~Serv~a ~llMrv~e,profussioo~ ZZTop, Cream, Doors) must hav
FINS; 2 8d/1 Bath; $265 + 112 util. warranty & monitor, factory sealed
Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to resumes, personal cover letters, equipment, talent and drive.
Andrew 382-8007 or Darrell 658
Heather Glen Apts., lg. bedrm, lg. carton, 4MB RAM, 160 MB HD, 25
$2000/month wqrking on Cruise
envelopes, wfll personally send out
6226
closet, lake view. Avail. May 1. MHZ, $1300. Call Ed@ 351-1279,
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
resume packages to requested
<;heryl 658 _2506 or 823 _3017 .
loaded w/software
World travel. Summer and Fullemployers. One stop printing too; 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - <
~~---------~-----------~Timeem~oyme~avattaWaNo
Unbe~ab~~w~e~ 897~67a
Mu~c*Keyboa~s*Drums*
oung PR prof'I w/home has room Twin bed w/frame $50; 4-drawer
experience necessary. For more
(24 hr service guaranteed)
MIDI
o rent for N/S. Beautiful subdivi- pine desk$50; coffee table $3 5; TV
information call 1-206-634-0468
The "UCF MIDI" User Group ;
ion w/pool, lakes, baskeball, vol- Stand $10 - all for $125. Call Kerry
ext C5418
823 8305 ft g
d ·1
proud to announce the:
leyball&muchmore.Separatebath
a er pm aiy. .
EARN 100'SOF DOLLARS.
Iarge k't1 chen. Gorgeous view
· 0f
MIDI Forum
- - 1 Processing mail in the comfort of
coded area. Call 380-6946
you. r own home! Local mail order Accounting Tutor: CPA/Former
April 21 - 4:00 PM Rehearsal
Queen size waterbed and frame
College ln~tr. Call Loretta at 629Hall
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - " 1 $85, trunk $25, exercise bike $35 ,
company is seeking individuals
.
1932
FINS needed for 20d/2 1/2ba
_
to precess over flow of mail.
Performance of Student composi365 3931
ownhouseinCambridgeCir.$280
Send $5 for supplies to get
tions with special appearance by:
@ mo. +1/2 util. Avail. 5/1. Call
started and we'll supply the rest.
The Flying Dandylions
Karly 382-6727 Leave message.
Send MONEY ORDER or cash
For information contact Jerry
to: 10600 Bloomfield Dr. Ste.
Gardner 823-2864 or stop by the
823-8305 Neat responsible female,
1518 Orlando,.FL. 32825. Hurry
Hi. I'm lo~king for a smart woman MIDI lab, Fine Arts Bljg 133
non-smoker to share with same.
while positions are open! Great
with a real short skirt. If you know
2B/2B townhouse 2 miles from UCF.
opportunity!
just as much about the law of
Pool/Tennis avail. $250+1/2 util. &
------------------+diminishing marginal utility as you ,__ _ _ _ _ _ __
dep. Call Kerry
HOLE OFFICIALS
do about how to be sleezy, you're
GOLF GOLF GOLF GOLF
for me. Maybe you like monster
BOSTON BOUND
Complete line of IBM compatible
NSWM/F to Sha re' 2bd/2ba, AP,t
WOMEN OR MEN
truck races, too. I don't. If you
· H th GI
$275
1/2 computers starting at$ 897.50 or
in ea er en,
mo.,+
Register Golfers at Par 3 Hole , have food stuck between your
5/1-15 Need help driving Ryder
· ut'I1 Stuart 677 7121
upgrade your present system.
truck in exchange for trip. 249•
Software_ Hardware_ Service &
Earn X-tra $$. PT/FT Avail.
teeth, don't bother. Reply YS,
FINANCING AVAILABLE. Call
FUN FUN FUN
12243 University Blvd.-, Orlando, 3004
HOUSE-SITIING
422-3992
Million Dollar Hole in One!
FL 32817. ·
Need someone to house-sit for the
Call 1-800-275-0511 or 813-282- 1 = - - - - - - summer? Mature College female,
8540
working at Disney, avail. May-August. Will house-sit or pet-sit in exchange for free place to live. Call
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff(904) 788-6893
ing envelopes at home. Send long
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box 1779;
Female wanted to share 2 bd/ 1 11 Part-Time Help Wanted. Janitorial
Denham Springs, LA 70727
Service Day or Evenings Available.
2ba townhouse. $350, includes all. Call 365-541 o
831-9668. S. Conway Rd.
Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer
Waiter/Waitresses needed. Call
Jackie at Dragon Court. 359-1 ~88
PART TIME: VET CLINIC RECEPT.
WEEKENDS REQ. CALL366-7323
3 Christian girls need one more.
Summer camp counselors needed
$300/mo., incl. util.+ more in nice i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 at residential camp for children
house. 3 mi. N. or UCF. No pets.
and adults with disabilities. 20
miles notrh of Orlando, late May
359-0232
a small package carrier has part-time openings
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per thru July. Call (904)" 383-4711
week assembling products at home.
for package handlers. The position is for loadNo experience. Info 1-504-646- Summer nurses for residential
ing and ~nloading trucks and moving packages
1700 lept. FL-307
camp serving adults_and chuldren
with physical disabilities; north of
within the tenninal. ...
For Rent:
Bedrm/ Bath i - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Orlando, salary plus room & board,
2
2
call (904) 383-4711
.
Work shifls available:
Townhouse, walking distance to Room &B oardfree. Homesc hoo Iing
UCF $450 mo, with W/D, micro- family of 4 desire live in student to
PART-TIME. - Earn $420 in 10
2am- 6:30 am
wave. 363-5636
share home on 5 acre & help with
days! Work from home. Full Train5:30 pm-9:30 pm
t-------------:_li_gh_t_p_o_m_e_st_ic_d_u_tie_s_._3_66_-_17_5_8_ ___, ing. Start now! 262 _1662
Large Town house for rent, 2bd/
2ba, Walk to Campus, nice carpet, . P!r position in Ladies Retail ClothSUMMER WORK
Salary is $7 per hour
$
I fresh paint, wash/dry hookups, ing Store. 365-8822
small pet, some furn. avail. only
9.25
·
$465 mo, avail. Aug. 1st to a conNational corporation has entry
Apply to: Roadway Package System
scientious renter, 244-9870, CALL IEarn $100 P.rocessing mail for lolevel positions open. Full and part
NOW, DON'T WAIT
cal mail order company. Send $5
time avail. We train. 50 AASP
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + t , o : 10600 Bloomfield Dr. Ste. 1518,
scholarships awarded, interview
For Rent: 2 bedrooms/2 bath, Ori. Fl. 32825. $5 is for the supnow/start after finals.
or call (407) 297-37] 5
washer/dryer , 12008 Alafay~ plies needed to begin. So get
331-9006
Woods Ct., call 695-0548
started now! while supplies last.
I
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Debate and ideas are
what universities are for
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The staff of The Central Florida Future in no way
supports, believes in or condones any of the ideas contained in
the the Committee For Open Debate on the Holocost ad which
ran in the April 13 edition, and a majority do not agree with the
views expressed in the Human Life Alliance of Minnesota
insert which also ran April 13.
What we do support, however, is the free and uncensored
flow of ideas. This flow of ideas is the basis of the First
Amendment, and the entire idea behind a free press is that
invalid ideas, when placed within the arena of an open forum,
will be proven invalid.
As deplorable and baseless as the ideas in the ad from the
Committee for Open Debate On the Holocaust ad are, as
personally offensive and entirely without redeeming social
value as it is, they still receive full constitutional protection.
What we, the majority of The Central Florida Future
staff, disagree with is the decision to run the ad without debate
or discussions between staff members. The decisions to run the
ad was that of the editor in chiefs and no one else. However, it
was decided that even after debate the majority of the staff
·would have chosen to publish the advertisement along with a
staff editorial to explain the Future's policy towards the First
Amendment.
The UCF administration's reaction to the ad has also been
questioned and should be addressed. The administration
condemned the Future, stating, 'The paper has placed
monetary gain above historic accuracy." The $114 paid to the
Future by CODOH for the ad was donated to the AntiDefamation League and the Hqlocaust Memorial Museum.
This could hardly be considered a financial windfall.
When The Miami Hurricane, the University of Miami's
school newspaper, ran the same CODOH ad, the resulting
backlash was much worse than anything UCF has experienc;ed. Sanford Ziff, after seeing the ad, threatened to withhold
$2 million in donations to the university. Faced with a serious
financial loss and mounting community pressure, the Miami
administration stocx:l its ground. "At a university of all places,
if we err, we should err, it at all, on the side of freedom of
thought," explained Edward Foote, the president of the
University of Miami president.
.
The administration at UM could have censore<t,.the
Hurricane, because it is a school run activity, but chose not to.
Instead of pointing a finger and heading for higher ground, it
stocx:l firm and supported the school newspaper.
The UCF administration, which has absolutely no control
over the Future, decided that a university is not a place for the
free exchange of ideas or a place to learn, for that matter. All
the UCF'administration could see was possible contribution
dollars walking out the door like they did in Miami, and that
just would not do.
As far as the claim by 12 "staff' members April 13 that the
editor in chief had not acted in the collective responsible way,
in part, we agree. The ads should have been discussed and the
decision to publish the ads should have been a collective one.
However, as a majority of the Future staff now has voted, the
ads were correctly published.
It must be repeated that the Future staff finds the CODOH
ad without any merit and reprehensible, but for the Future not
to publish the ad would have been even more reprehensible
and journalistically irresponsible. The Future in no way
supports CODOH or any other advertisers that are published in
the paper.

Arboretum saved
The staff at The Central Florida Future congratulates
UCF's Environmental Club and all those involved in the battle
to save the arboretum. We would also like to thank Dr. John
Hitt, Dr. David Vickers and Dr. John Bolte for .their a5sistance
in securing this pristine portion of our campus.
We also encourage all those dedicated to a cleaner
world to continue to fight to maintain UCF's arboretum.
Vigilance and dedication to this unique piece of land will
prove to be out greatest weapon.
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The First Amendment protects everyone
I like to think I have a pretty gocx:l
imagination, but never did I think anything
I did at this paper would make the top story
of the 11 o'clock news, uniessl were to buy
an AK.-47 and go on a shooting rampage.
Obviously,! was wrong. Theamountof
publicitythisnewspaperreceivedafterpublishingBradley Smith' sadvertisementchal____________.._. lenging the validity of the Holocaust
Museum's exhibits still blows me away.
- After publishing the ad, I was congratulated as a hero willing
toexposetheliesoftheJewsbysome,andcursedasananti-Semite
by others. The majority ofpeople, however, either thanked me for
defending the First Amendment Of, admonjshed me for exhibiting
poor judgement as an editor.
But, despite all the publicity, both positive and negative, I
would not hesitate to publish the advertisementagain. For I believe
that an individual, no matter how r~pugnant his or her views may
be, has th~ right to express them. I do not agree at all with what
Smith has to say. In fact, his opinions repre~nt to me the very
natureofhatredandevil.Buthisopinionsarejustthat-opinions,
and I must be willing to concede that he has just as much a right to
his opinion as I do mine.
We live in a society that champions the freedom ~fspeech, and
we must realize that this freedomapplies to everyone, even if their
views are racist, full of hate and based on historical inaccuracies.
Most importantly, it must be realized that censoring and suppress..:
ing views that are unpopular, orjust plain warped, do not make the
problem go away.
Everyone has the right to be heard. True, there is no stipulation
in the First Amendment or anywhere else that a newspaper has to
print every advertisement it receives. So, obviously, I could have
turned the ad down. But would that have been the right thing to do?
Certainly not. Ignoring a problem neverm.akes it go away, and that
would be exactly what I would have done had I turned it down.
It is no secret that a number of people on staff here disagreed
with my decision to run Smith's advertisement Asigned statement with 12 signatures was given to the media deploring my
decision to run the ad. I would certainly be naive if I expected
everyone on this newspaper's staffto agree with me, but many of
those 12 people acted extremely hypocritically by signing the
statement.
To begin with, the statement says those who signed it are
journalists, when in some cases, nothing could be farther from the
truth. Sorry, Craig Mazer, but writing a couple of record reviews
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does not make you a journalist. I also wonder what Brian
Costello's signature is doing on there, considering he has stated
many times in his column that he is not a journalist, nor does he
ever want to be. Furthermore, these two individuals have the
audacity to criticize-me for not allowing them to use profanity in
print whenever they choose; I'm inhibiting their free -speech, yet
they fuUy want to inhibit some~ne else's.
Unfortunately, UCF's administration is perhaps the most
hypocritical of them all. I was surprised (but not shocked) when
a WESH Channel 2reportercalled for my reaction to UCF' s press
release condemning the Future for valuing "financial gain over
intel1ectual honesty and sensitivity to the historical record."
First of all, since every cent of the money received for the ad
will be donated to a deserving group, the Future obviously will
not be making any sort of a profit. Most importantly, the
administration's statement was extremely hypocritical, since it
accepted a $100,000 donation from the University Oub, a local
group that exdudes blacks, Jews and women. Apparently, UCF
is the one who is willing to value financial grun over "inteUectual
honesty."
If the UCF administration's true intention of the press release
was to promote their belief that Smith's opinions should not be
given any forum for discussion, then they are the most incredibly
unintelligent people to run a state university. Obviously, sending
out a press release such as they did was bound only to create more
publicity, and free publicity at that, for Smith. In essence, UCF's
administration made a $20~000 contribution to Smith's group by
sending out that press release. (Ever check to see how much five
minutes of advertising time costs on the local news?)
No, I think once again, the press release was motivated by
financial gain - more specifically, fear of financial loss. The
advertisement in question also ran in the University of Miami's
student newspaper, whichjeopardized a $2 million donation from
a wealthy benefactor. Even more damning for UCF is that, despite
the fact that the school stands to lose $2 million over the ordeal,
the presidentofthe University ofMiarnidefended the newspaper's
right to publish the advertisement. UCF has proven by its actions
that it will be a cold day in hell before it will stand up for the First
Amendment
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Letters to the Editor
"truth"), identify malice, and sense an innate intellectual should not censor it. The Future should not be misled into
dishonesty. Those noble attributes, alas, tend to disguise acting as an agent of the CODOH by bringing its lies to the
public, but should be a messenger of the truth to its readers.
The publication of the Bradley Smith ad in your student_ themselves as "open debates."
The UCF Jewish Student Union strongly encourages
newspaper presents a grave problem besetting our institiltions
Read the ad's text, and note how sly it is, a masterpiece,
anyone
who has questions about the Holocaust to please go
of higher learning and the student newsletters.
if you will, of the Red Herring theory ofpropaganda. Its author
The university's role as a place of free inquiry and the claims in the first statement that he did not purport to deny the visit the UCF library and see the information display there.
pursuit of truth as its sacred mission is betrayed by the decision Holocaust; he only presents an argument against the Holo- Read the books and look at the pictures, in order to help clear
of the editor-in-chief not to honor the truth, but rather to give caustMuseum. However, his message is surfacing throughout up any misconceptions of the Holocaust you might have.
credibility and credence to a pernicious lie, which is meant to the ad. It is intended to attract the ignorant, the naive, and the
The members of the UCF Jewish Student Union
unleash hatred and chaos. Editors have a sacred responsibility novice on campus. This editor perhaps became a victim of his
to the community and an obligation to maintain integrity and own ignorance, arrogance, and misjudgment. The university
is indeed a place where we, as instructors, tend at times to History is not on Revisionist's side
honesty in their printed information.
"Hate-speak" or anti-semitic and anti-Holocaust propa- debunk myths and advocate iconoclasm. However, we do it
Despite Bradley Smith's disingenuous claim that he is
ganda does not fall into the category of resppnsible journal- responsibly (I hope), through the power of knowledge and
not denying the Holocaust in his paid advertisement in the last
ism. It is the responsibility of a student newspaper to research truth.
And indeed this is the message to all who wish to issue of the Future and other college newspapers, his purpose
information and its sources before presenting it to the public.
The Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Cen- debunk and debate (editors of student newspapers included). is transparently to do exactly that. His allegation that there
ter of Central Florida offers a wealth of authentic and docu- Yes! Ask, doubt and be skeptical, but first, get the facts. Learn were no homicidal gas chambers at the Nazi concentration
mented evidence of the existence of gas chambers in death the history of World Warp as presented by expert historians camp of Auschwitz-Berkenau is intended to suggest that if the
camps.
who devoted years to careful, methodological and scholarly existence of the gas chambers cannot be proven, other aspects
As a survivor, I further advise that interviewing me and study of documents and data; acquaint yourself with details of of the Holocaust may be refutable as well. To support his
several dozen other survivors in our area will offer ample the Nazi" methodology of deceit and use, or should I say abuse allegation he states that gas chambers at Buchenwald and
proof to the editor th_at our families were indeed murdered by of language to obliterate the truth; read the slogan over the Dachau, which were once thought to have existed, have since
the Nazis in Treblinka, Auschwitz, Dachau and in other gates of Auschwitz (still intact, unlike some other relics of this . been disproved, as have charges that John Demjanjuk was the
awful past): "Arbeit Macht Frei," or "Work makes one free," infamous concentration camp guard, Ivan the Terrible.
concentration and death camps.
To be as charitable as possible, Smith displays a proIt would also behoove students in institutes of higher and then you may have the background to understand why this
found misunderstanding ofhow professional historians deterlearning to research the background of the hate-monger Bra- ad echoes that past, which it attempts to deny.,
mine what are historical facts and how they reach conclusions,
dley Smith before giving him a printed forum where countless
Prof. Moshe Pelli a misunderstanding which is perhaps not surprising ~ince
students may assume that information printed in their newspaDIRECTOR, JUDAIC STUDIES PROGRAM neither he, nor any of his associates at the Institute of Historical
per merits serious consideration. Smith is associated with the
Review in Southern California, are historians.
Institute of Historical Review in California, which has been a
Historical "facts" and conclusions evolve over time.
clearing house for Holocaust denial and anti-semitism for Never forget the Holocaust
many years; IHR is closely associated with the racist and antiHistorians are constantly revising earlier opinions based on
Students and faculty alike were outraged and incensed new evidence and greater objectivity. This does not mean,
semitic Liberty Lobby which is linked with the Populist Party
whose presidential candidate was neo-Nazi and Ku Klux Klan Wednesday at the editor's decision to publish an ad denying however, that all the old facts are thrown out. Historians still
· that there is "no convincing proof whatsoever of homicidal hotly debate various aspects of the Civil War, butnotthatthere
leader David Duke.
I fervently hope that the abiding principles of truth, gassing chambers and no proof that even one individual was was a Civil-War or that approximately 600,000 Americans
integrity, honesty ~nd responsibilfty will be considered in the 'gassed' in a German program of 'genocide."' Although the died in it. Like;w'ise, there are many debatable aspects about the
future as the primary obligation, which will .win over th~ Jewish Student Union of UCF supports The Central Florida Holocaust: How many were'killed (estimates by legitimate
irresponsible notion that "anything goes" under the free Future's goal of "the free flow of ideas, regardless their historians range from t..7 ~o 7 million)? When did it begin?
popularity," it pains us that such an outrageous and vicarious Who ordered it? Was it part of the Nazi's program from the
speech principle.
As a survivor, I am pained by t~e proposition that the lie continues to pervade the pages of a responsible press. By very beginning or did it simply evolve in the course of the war?
deaths of87 members of my family murdered by the Nazis in deciding t~ run the advertisement from the Committee for These and other differences exist. As a member of the 1,4001942-43 are subject to debate or questio~, and that student Open Debate on the Holocaust, the Future desecrated the member international German Studies Association I can tell
newspapers advance that debate.
memories of over 11 million people systematically murdered _you, however, that there has never been a paper presented in
by the Nazi regime.
the 17-year history of the organization which has argued that
Our heritage and legacy compel us to remember a the Holocaust never occurred or that gas chambers did not
Tess Wise
executive vice president promise to never forget. Never forget 11 miliion innocent exist at Birkenau.
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL CENTER victims. Never forget trainloads of human cattle shipped one
way to a death camp. Never forget names like AuschwitzBruce Pauley
Berkenau, Belzekand Sobibor, Treblinka and Bergen-Bel sen,
Get the facts, before running ad
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY, UCF
Mauthausen and Dachau, Stutthofand Buchenwald- merely
Pauley is the author ofFrom Prejudice to Persecution:
The Central Florida Future, which purports to be a few of the over-100 major extermination and co~entration A HistOf)' ofAustrian Anti-semitism and three other books on
"Serving The University of Central Florida," published a camps dedicated to the g~nocide of an entire people.
Central European HistOf)'.
controversial ad last week paid by a revisionist organization in
There are those among us, ·perhaps misinformed or
California. The experienced, well-seasoned editor-in-chief of misled, who feel that the Holocaust is simply a chapter of Decision to run ad was poor judgment
the Future has taken it upon himself to fulfill the mission of the history long-since forgotten. Nothing could be. further from
In the last issue of The Central Florida Future, I saw
newspaper and serve the University community by pubtishing the truth. Indeed, the Holocaust continues to have a profound
something
quite astonishing to my eyes. A so-called adverthis information about the Holocaust which he deemed so vital impact upon the lives of numerous students and faculty ofUCF.
tisement
printed
by my school newspaper titled, "A Revisionfor this community.
"We are deeply hurt by the notion or suggestion that the
ist
Challenge
to
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum."
The editor did not inform his readers that on April 6, the death of our family members is open to question.or debate,"
Before
this
ad
was
published in this newspaper, I am sure that
University community .had observed the Holocaust Day of comment J.F. Edelstein and Eric M. Ort, members of the
there
was
great
diseussion
over the matter (Actually, there was
Remembrance (Yorn Hashoah) on campus, conducted by the Jewish Student Union and UCF students, who together lost
none -B. C. ).
.
UCF Jewish Student Union, and that a local survivor of the . over 25 direct family members to Nazi extermination.
_As a matter of fact, I am sure this is why the statement,
Holocaust, Helen Greenspun, spoke about her personal expe''The core of the Holocaust denier's strategy is to try to
rience during the war years and the extermination of her create the sense that there are two sic.Jes to the ex{stence of the "This is a paid advertisement," was printed in bold letters
family. The editor did not inform the UCF community that on Holocaust, and that through debate, the 'truth' will come out. above this ad. this is clearly exhibiting. the newspaper'.s
April 12, the Honors Program conducted a seminar by a well- However, the reality is, there is only one side. To debate the attempt to minimize its involvement in publishing this ad. I do
known Holocaust thinker, Phillip Hallie, ofWesleyan Univer- historical existence of the Holocaust - or to legitimize such not recall ever seeing this "warning" placed above any other
sity, on the topic "Moral Ambiguity and Moral Choice."
dis~ussion is not to engage in an intellectually valid ad in the school newspaper. As a matter of fact I thought that
He did not inform the students that an academic course exercise, but to participate in a circus of hatred," explains the paper was for students to enjoy, not to have to criticize. It
on the History of the Holocaust will be offered in the summer Arthur N. Teitelbaum, Southern area director of the Anti- is quite obvious from the publicity thatthis authorof the article
received the kind of reaction he wanted. I am sure that he tried
"A" semester, or that a similar course on .the literature of the Defamation League.
to
publish this article many times before and had no apparent
Holocaust will be offered in the fall semester by the Judaic
I_tis the hope of the UCF JSUthat this controversy will
success.
What a better target than college students? Well,
Studies Program.
_
do much to ensure·that in the future, the Future will responthanks
to
whomever has the authority to throw this kind of
So, to use the technique of Bradley R. Smith, the author sibly check the validity of all claims before making unininto the newspaper, this author got exactly
advertisement
of that so-called ad, this letter does not claim that the editor did formed decisions and furthermore feel comfortable that what
not serve the community as he should have by publishing this it is printing is the truth. The message of CODOH and the what he was looking for. Did anyone ever stop to think that
ad. "Those who say it does, want to muddy the issue." Do I Liberty Lobby is not a scholarly debate, as they claim, but a people would be hurt from this kind of advertisement? Did it
question the editor's noble intention to protect Bradley Smith's message that is well-orchestrated, hateful and false. These lies even matter to anyone?
I am not writing this to blame. anyone for what this antiright to express his views that are so relevant to this campus? are harmful to a campus atmosphere.
Of course not.
The paper must be a partner in assuring an unprejudiced semitic author wrote, I am simply criticizing the manner in
The editor has put on the armorofa defenderof freedom environment in which all students feel comfortable regardless which my fellow colleagues allowed this-to happen. I am sure
of the press, and perhaps of free speech, a.Qd thus not only did of their race or religion. Printing the ad legitimized its hateful that there were other ads that could have been placed in that
he serve the community, but he also served the media by message. The CODOH has the right to express its.beliefs, but same space. Hopefully, this experience will teach some of you
exhibiting ~s journalistic and independence a la Zenger.
it does not have guaranteed access to student newspapers to to be careful with what you publish. I guess the real question
However, this is not an issue of free speech or freedom express its views when they are factually incorrect. Hate- in my mind.remains, "How much did this organization really
of the press, although some would want to believe it is. It is speech does not constitute free speech. While the First Amend- pay for 'us' to run itsadvertisement?"Wasitworth all the pain
rather an issue of the responsibility of the press and of good ment rightfully protects such expressions, it also protects the you caused so many students?
taste. Moreover, as related to the university's mission, on.an publication's intrinsic right to refuse any printed material it
Kimberlee Urbanski
academic level, there are the issues of the ability to analyze knows to be false. Those who wish to read the Holocaust
PSYCHOLOOY
text, discern false intentions (let's not at this point discuss the denier's material may do so; the U.S. Government cannot and

Holocaust-survivor speaks on C.ODOH ad
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Ad sacrificed the integrity of the Future

Future anti-Semitic

The anti-semitic advertisement which denied the existence of the Holocaust was preposterous in light of historical
fact. The Holocaust was the most well-documented event in
modem history.
David Bauer, editor of The Central Florida Future,
claimed that he believed that the advertisement was not antiSemitic, and that his decision to print it was based upon
support for the First Amendment. The perception of this ad as
not being anti-Semitic could be based on a dangerous ignorance of white supremacist propaganda or anti-Semitism on
Mr. Bauer's part. I would give Mr. Bauer the benefit of the
doubt, and assume that he honestly does not understand the
intent of the advertisement.
I strongly support the First Amendment. However,
there are certain limitations to·all our freedoms. A person is
free to act as he or she please as long as he does not harm
someone else.
This advertisement was not only full of lies and innuendo, it was also an attempt to gain support for the genocide
of the Jewish people.
By printin'g the advertisement in question, Mr. Bauer
has helped their cause.
. ..
He has prostituted the journalistic integrity of The
Central Florida Future for money. A simple apology will not
· be enough to right this wrong. He has voluntarily incurred a
debt to humanity which must be paid. I would suggest a full
· :lisclaimer of the goals of the organization which sponsored
the advertisement and an in-depth article which fully and
graphically describes the sadistic and perverse atrocities of the
Holocaust.

j

Kyle Moline
ORLANDO
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Yorn Ha' Shoah has just been observed on April 8. This
is a Jewish holiday in memorial for the six million victims of
the Holocaust. I can't believe the Central Florida Future
printed an article which.questions the existence of one of the
world's worst travesties, the Holocaust.
I understand that this article was printed because it was
a paid advertisement. The Future will cJaim that it doesn't
hold the beliefs of this article, but if it were against the beliefs
of this article, it would have never been printed. The article is
a lie. I can't believe the Future is now advertising hate crimes.
The Future is nothing more than an anti-semitic publication.
It would be a very good idea for the people denying the
Holocaust to visit the local Holocaust Memorial and Educational Center in Maitland or any of the Holocaust memorials.
Visiting a memorial will allow one to sympathize with the
millions and millions of innocent Jewish people of the
Holocaust.
Brian Zimmerman

ORLANDO

Future upheld First Admendment
Dave Bauer is to be commended for allowing Bradley
Smith to run the revisionist challenge advertisement in The
Central Florida Future. Mr. Bauer has demonstrated a great
deal of courage by standing up to a small, vocal minority who
wish to suppress our First Amendment rights to free speech
and our right to freedom of t~e press.
As a direct result of new truths uncovered by the
revisionists, the Malaysian government has decided to ban the
movie "Schindler's List," stating it is historically inaccurate
and reflects the privelege and virtues of only one race. It went
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on to say that the film is propoganda with the purpose of asking
for sympathy for Jews while tarnishing the image of the
German people.
Isi Leisbler, president of the Executive Council of
Australian Jewry, responded to the Malaysian government's
decision to ban the movie by saying, "The Malaysians have
truly discredited themselves, exposing themselves as PRIMITIVE RACES." Strange, I thought it was only Nazi's, not
Jews, who refer to others as PRIMITIVE RACES!
It's a pity that Hollywood cannot devote some of its
energies to making a film about Jewish massacres of Arabs as
Sabra and Shattila and the recent Hebron killings.
Holocaust revisionists have never said that atrocities
weren'tcommitted; most certainly they were. However,atrocities were committed by all sides. Rather than taking Smith up
on his challenge and prove the revisionist wrong once and for
all, a small group wishes only that people hear its point of
view. Ifthe Holocaust revisionists are wrong, then it should be
a simple matter to prove them wrong. On the other hand, if the
revisionists are right, then someone has a lot of explaining to
do.
How sad it is when the Jewish community and others try
to make a mockery of our First Amendment rights by withholding grants and other funding from colleges, while at the
same time, the Israeli Army is killing and wounding Lebanese
school children.
Dave Bauer is to be applauded and supported by all
right-thinking individuals.
David Pendley

LEGAL STUDIES
Editor's Note: Due to space limitations, we were unable
to run the remainder of the letters to the editor, but they have
been brought to the attention of the staff
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For $114, you too can have your First Amendment right to lie

•
't

It's the last column of
the semester, and not a moment
too soon.
It has been a rough week,
made rougher by a certain member of the Future who decided to
turn a professional d i s a g re e ment i~to a personal attack on
me and the others who disagreed
.~with him. Thanks a lot friend.
No, I'm still not a journalist, Dave, but you know as
well as I do that Jane Watrell of the. Channel 9 news team
and everyone else who covered this wouldn't listen to a
self-described Scumbag Musician and His Friends. Everyone assumed that we are a consensual organization, which
couldn't be further from the truth, which·is why we made
our own press release.
As for the Holocaust Revisionist ad, I think everything that could possibly be said about this has been said in
the pages of the Opinion section .
Just for the record, my opinion on its running was
never solicited, and if it was, I would haye been opposed
to its running for the same reason I would be opposed to an
advertisement running in the Future claiming that the Irish
Potato Famine is "a drunken Mick fairytale,'' or that
slavery is "simply a hoax perpetrated by Negro
mythmakers." PAID POLITICAL PROPAGANDA
BULLSH-- FROM THE LEFT OR RIGHT HAS NO
PLACE IN THIS PAPER!
But what do I know; I'm just a Swiss Cake Rolleating buffoon who doesn't know the First Amendment
from hinola. Apparently, for the low, low price of $114
(which was what Bradley Smith paid for his ad). you can
say what you want in The Central Florida Future, no
matter how ignorant, hateful and hurtful it is.
At our last staff meeting, I asked Cap'n Bauer if I
could write a column denying the existence of slavery. He

Tooth Fairy.
•A Rr;.visionist Challenge to Vietnam Veterans.
• My Sexcapade with Sherilyn Fenn.
•Mother Teresa: Corrupt to the Core.
• Is Mike Dehoog Actually the Second Coming of
Christ? Yes!
• How to Pull of a Drive-by Shooting Without Being
said no, because I would be lyin.g. However, when I asked
Busted
by The Man.
if I could pay him $114 to say the same thing, he said that
•The
Shah Sleeps in Lee Harvey's Grave (win a box of
would be fine, because advertisements, for example (his
Swiss
Cake
Rolls
ifyou can name the band that I stole this tdpic
example) "Coke is the best S<?ft drink in the world," so
[!om).
essentially, my Jewish friends, Bradley Smith was just
• Koresh is Kool!
selling us Coca-Cola.
• Charles Manson is Right.
Don't you feel a whole lot better now? I sure do. In
•A Revisionist Challenge to the U.S. Holocaust Memofact, I'm going to save up $114 so I can take advantage of
my constitutionally guaranteed right to pull facts out of my rial Museum (I'll only place this ad when I'm feeling particularly moronic and malicious).
butt.
Credibility ... Shmedibility ! This is America, and I
I think you get the point by now. The First Amendment
can say whatever.I please in The Central Florida Future
does
not
protect liars, and to me, Bradley Smith's advertise(if the price is right, of course), so when I get my $114
ment
said
something considerably more than the moral equi vasaved, I plan to devote my advertising space to one of the
lent
of
"Coke
is the best soft drink in the world." It was more
following "facts"/topics:
like the moral equivalent ofsaying "Coke cures AIDS," which
•Jesus: He Was Such a Lame Fag That He Wouldn't would constitute false advertising, which is not protected by
Even Swallow (Thanks to Frog the Lazy Bastard for that the Firs.t Amendment.
I guess that's all for this week.
gem).
I was hoping to end this semester on a happier note, but
•Martin Luther King Jr. was a Butch Lesbian.
it wasn'tmeant to be. God, why did you put so many bastards,
•Johnny Appleseed was a Chronic Masturbator.
cretins,
and curmudgeons on this Earth, and why do they
•Jonestown was Neat-OJ
always
seem
to have $114 to blow on their disgusting "opin•The American Indians Weren't Kicked Off of Their
ions?"
Land (Rather, They Preferred to be Herded Into ReservaBefore I end, let me just say that_hopefully, my book wi 11
tions).
•Documented proofthat George Bush vaginally fists be out and in the UCF bookstore (in the UCF Authors section)
next week. Please use some of your book buy-back moolah to
billy goats.
• The nation of Albania doesn't exist (it's a con- buy my 'book. Yoll'll thank me later.
R/Hff/S! Class of '95 Ruiz 4-Ever!
spiracy!)
I'll talk to you again in May.
•Cocaine: Delicious, Nutritious Alternative to Bran.
•A Challenge to Those Who Deny the Existence of the
YOU can stop reading now.

s1.oo-off

With this coupon ONLY and the purchase of one whole
lemon pepper, barbecue or no salt added marinated
2.25-lb. size
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Coupon effective
April 20 - May 4 , 1994.
One coupon per item
purchased .
Store Coupon UU #5198
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PINK fLOID'§ IHE DM§JONBEil:.·

AfJNTJl§IJI OPERA
FORmE'DOS

DisregarothisarticleasanorThe song of connothingmattersandnoth- others consumed in the dirt in the
mal interpretation or review of any
fused being. The smooth
ing creates and nothing song ''Lost'for Words" as you prosort. Read this and let go with what
dwindle of the saxophone
destroys. The life of one ceed toward the molten core of our
you are programmed by this society
echoes throughout the holbecomes a flying grid of sphere of existence.
to think. See my description as a
low shadow of your stereo
motley colors lost in your
The defeat of an archetypal
modemFantasiaandcloseyoureyes
in the song ''Wearing the
mind of perception. The god. The conclusion of this album
after you read the words to envision , Inside Out" The lights reguitar chords in "Coming reflects a painting of operatic and
it as such. This is the representation
main dim and the Chianti
Back To Life" shock the biblical proportions in the brilliant
of The Division Bell an operatic· bites_ your tongue with its
system like an electrocar- song ''High Hopes." The bells ring in
reqiuem of Pink Floyd.
poignancy. It is the closest
diogram pulse.
earnest chiming to the art of heaven
Thesongofbirth. Thedawn
song that approaches the
The conscious- then its creation becomeS a funeral.
sound which was associated
ness song. Thoughts race Wesearchforthoughtandanswerfor
of time like a prolonged beginning
sequence for "2001." Fog covered
with Roger Waters, one of
in your head like mosqui- that which is beyond our comprehenthe Earth as wild beasts stalked
the original band members.
toesapproachingthespeed sion. They speak of that time when
through the forest. Actually, it's as if Aman walks slowly through
oflight. The pulses ofelec- "the grass was greener, the light was
I'm on Spaceship Earth at Epcot.
adesertedmoonscapewithtricityripapartthemindin brighter and friendS surrounded us"
The odors pass through me like a
out a spacesuit walking in
the song "Keep Talking" not now when our life "is of slow
ghost. The piano chords rage, gripslow motion not because he
as the voice box:of physi- decay." The battle to decide the expingthroughtheinstrumental "Ouswants to but because that's
cist Stephen Hawkings planation is embedded within the
terOne."Itfeelsasthoughyouareon
all he can do.
obviousrepetitiousguitarchordoffer- creeps through your ears. The mind march that makes one think of ''The
topofarollercoasterteeter-tottering.
Thetravelingsong.Thissong ing in double time known as U2. He racehas begun.
Good, The Bad and the Ugly." But
Thenthecoasterdisintegratesinapit
called "TakeltBack" begins with an travels on a road which doesn't exist
The song of decensi01L The this time Oint Eastwood is struck
out Dante's Inferno and you fall
Egyptian rhythm which is intriguing on amountafu offire which melts into grass tickles your face as you ~it con- dead, never to move again because
endlessly.
and reminded me of the beautiful ice.
sumed in its weeds. It grabs youi body there is no heaven in his eyes.
The song oflost life. Walleneo-Gothic music of ''Blade Runandpullsyoudownintotheearth. The
•Tim Wassberg
ner." Then it becomes an all too
lifepassesbyasyouwitnessthelifeof
ingthroughHarlem,smokingacigaRevelation writer
rette down to the grain of the f i l t e r , + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' " - - - - - ' " ' - - - - ' - - - ' " ' - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the unknown stranger does not feel
the burning sensation as it flames ·
into his lips. The back-up singers
remindmeofMotown singers within
a more broad rock context. The song
''WhatDo You Want From Me'' has
proportions of the Moody Blues
where half the song, with its angelic
choraling, propels the listener as ifhe
or she is floating in heaven.
Thecountry-circussong.The
country boys whistleon the tractor as
they reap grain from the endlessly
flowing hills. But it is as if the wheat
stalks have hands grasping to reach
you. The cbords are very simple and
thebeatcomplacentin thesong"Poles
Apart."
Then it transforms into the
country boys going to a circus. The
carousel components permeate as
the Siamese twins and the reptilian
sliver their tongues. The freak tent is
abound as babies cry at the hideousness of these creatures. If any of you
have seen David Lynch's 1980 film
''The Elephant Man," you would .
JJnderstand. This film embellishes
the lonely life some people lead who
keep themselves amused by the deceitful things in life.
The ocean song. A faceless
person stands on a white beach consumed in cackling thundercloudsan action I've done too often when I
make films. The song "Marooned"
reminds me a little too much of
Queenryche's ''Is There Anybody
Listening" which is sort of ironic
because they have been referred to as
the ''Pink Floyd of the 90s." That's
all but a bad dream. Pink Floyd is
unique.
The Wall reflection song It is
the acronym for the song "Great Day
ofFreedom."Thisisthebestsongon
the album with regards to the superior and climatic "High Hopes," the
last song on the album. "Freedom" is
a tribute to one of the most integral
points of human history when the
"wallscametumblingdown."Itisan
anthem of liberation. Men and
women run down the streets screaming in absolute horror reflecting as a
bullet penetrates their skull. Theimagesofloveand conflict slowly ooze
away as their life transferonto that of
others.

AND YOUR wHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
·..

· There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You •••
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has aGraduation Present
to Help Make it Your Own...
,
·
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*

Personally speaking, what you drive says a lot about
who you are. So why not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going? In other
words, why not say. it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program** gives you your choice of
$400 cash back or a special finance rate*- when
you buy a new Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

r

Plus, Ford Credit can offer.qualified applicants pre- .
approved credit up to $18,000 o~' the MSRP, whichever is.
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance
purchases. You may also defer purchdse payments for
120 days in most states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).

•

So take time out to see your Ford o~_Lincol.n-Mer.cury
dealer today and ask about the College Graduate
Purchase Program. (It's a terrific way to show the world
just how smart you really are!)

· • *Special Finance rote alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases.

:"*To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between l/l/94 and 9/30/94. This program is in
addition to oil other notional customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your
new vehicle between l/l/94 and 9/30/95 . Some customer and vehicle restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.
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An auto insurance

tune-up could ·
· give your µ-ioney
.]tOre mileage. .
.£~
.

~iJ

~!c;jfj)
~t me check out the you have on rour car
1~~ight be able to save you so~ne money. Stop by soon and
Ill 1'.in all the UQU're fil 01QQd hands
by
ll
b
.
coverage

derails

you.
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Allstate'

Mike Rosenberg (Agent) Dan Browne (Agent)
11867 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, fol. 32826
(407) 823-8855

I<rause's Video.House
A guide to the rediscovery of art films on video
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"Laws of Gravity" ·
(R)

RKO Pictures
1992
At first glance, this film
looks as if it were shot with a $500
budget using a super 8 camera.
As you watch it, however, this
impression is quickly fades as you
a take a personal look into a group
of twenty-something friends dealing with the pressures of life and
small-time crime in the heart of
Brooklyn. The exploration into
the ch~acters' personalities and
lifestyles is the strength behind it.
The film's dialogue is violent and
loud, every situation is filled with
intensity and a second doesn't go
by with the viewer hearing the
word "f---." My only regret is that
this film was never released in
theaters, so that it had the chance
to truly amplify the emotion it
deserves. "Laws of Gravity" is
withoutadoubt, thebestfilml've
ever seen on video and one of the
greatest discoveries I' v~ ever
found on the video shelves.
"Alberto Express"
(R)

MK2 Pictures
1990
Dark and ironic are the
themes glued to this train ride into
the mind of an Italian man as he

races through Italy trying to settle a
debt with his father. The debt is a
bill for everything his parents gave
him as a kid, including food, diaper, underwear, and even the money
it cost to take him home after his
mother delivered him at the hospital. Although the debt is outrageous, you quickly forget its purpose as the story takes you into a
wild and sarcastic turn, searching
into this confased man's memory
and stimulating his brain as to why .
he is on this quest for his life.
Funny and surreal, "Alberto Express" is the only train to ride.
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"Jumpin attheBoneyard"
(R)

20th Century Fox
1991

(/)
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u
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Tim Roth (Bodies, Rest and
Motion) gives an under-appreciated performance as an older
brother trying to save his younger
from the perils of drugs in "Jumpin
attheBoneyard." AlthoughHolly.'.
wood seemed to have a hand in
some of this film, the director, Jeff
Stanzler, somehow carves out a
very captivating tale, that touch~
the emotions usually lost to the
everyday world.
Ignoring
Hollywood's easy way out- exploring what led to the brother to
drugs, he instead makes an appealVIDEO

continued on R7
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The Florida State University London-Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include a_irfare~ tuition, food, or personal
expenses.

Cf)

u

Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18
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STUDY ABROAD
FLORENCE • LONDON • COSTA RICA

1-800-374-8581
904-644-3272
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CAMPUSES AT: BOCA RATON• DAVIE• DOWNTOWN FORT LAUDERDALE• PALM BEACH GARDENS• FT..PIERCE
: COURSE OFFERINGS: SUMMER 1994
ACCOUNTING*
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART*
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BIOLOGY*
BUSINESS*
CHEMISTRY*
CIVIL/OCEAN ENGINEERING

(.

COMMUNICATION
• , COMPUTER ENG'INEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE

\

CRIMINAL JUSTICE*
DECISION & INFORMATION SYSTEMS*
ECONOMICS*

(

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP*
ELEMENTARY/SECONDARY EDUCATION*

THIS SUMMER•••
Take advantage of an outstanding
opportunity to select the courses you
may need or want during Florida
Atlantic University's summer terms:
SUMMER A - MAY 9th to JUNE 20th
SUMMER B - JULY 1st to AUGUST 12th
SUMMER C - MAY 9th to AUGUST 12th

Interact with members of a worldclass faculty noted for great teaching ·
skills and expertise in their
respective fields.
Experience the best of all worlds
including the bright, attractive FAU
campuses and the pleasant,
challenging environment that exists
with students, faculty and staff.
A full range of quality services,
facilities and activities are available
for students of all ages.

Don't wait. Act now and get detailed .
registration information, course
offerings and scheduling
availabilities. What in the world are
you waiting for? It just might be
here at Florida Atlantic University.

{

ENGINEERING
ENQJ-JSH & COMPARATIVE LITERATURE*
ETHNIC/WOMEN ' S STUDIES
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION*
. EXERCISE_SCIENCE & WELLNESS
FINANCE*
GEOGRAPHY*
GEOLOGY HEALTH ADMINISTRATION*
HISTORY*
INSURANCE*
MANAGEMENT, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS*
MARKETING*
MATHEMATICS*
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MUSIC*
NURSING*
PHILOSOPHY
PHYSICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE*

~·-

PSYCHOLOGY*
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION*
(.

SOCIAL WORK*
SOCIOLOGY*
THEATRE
URBAN & REGIONAL PLANNING*
BOCA RATON CAMPUS:
777 GLADES ROAD
P.O. BOX 3091
BOCA RATON, FL 33431-0991
DAVIE CAMPUS:
3501 SW DAVIE ROAD
DAVIE, FL 33314

I

• * These courses are also available at the
Davie campus-Broward

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

I

~

----

A GREAT STATE UNIVERSITY CLOSE TO YOU

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: BOCA RATON: 1·800-299-4328; BROWARD: 1·800-764-2222

(
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Library Sub-culture: UCF's Love ·Connection
While rollerblading with
the library like a chemic-a1 ndConnection" if you will.
asked again.
I deduced that this was
some friends this past Sunday,
diction.
Some time later I ran into
"No" he responded.
no ordinary drool. It was speI noticed a large gathering atop
As the doors opened, I cial. It must have telepathically
Eddie Stevens, a library
At this point I was quite
the Reflection Pond. I asked
groupie, in the elevator.
confused. So I bugged him one casually strolled out of the el- contacted his friends and drawn
one of the guys there what was
"How long have you been last time and said, "Then why evator. I now realized that the them here like some kind of
being given away, and he said
library is not just a place to go beacon. Once here, 'it used its
here?" I asked .
are you here?"
that he and the rest of the people
"For about two hours,"
"Force of habit, I guess," to get books. It is a center for hypnotic fervor to put them all
were just waiting for the UCF
he said.
he replied, smiling. I think mass social and individual re- to sleep thus so. I was too afraid
Library to open. Who would
"Were you studying?" I some people are attracted to flections and interactions. At to get closer for fear I might
have thought?
the library, people can obtain get caught up in this eternal
I'm not a stranger to this
knowledge, entertainment, slumber.
facility myself but I never recompanionship, sanctuary and
I hastily tried to flee from
alized how important it must
a place for rest.
this establishment, but found
be.
Feeling quite a bit en- that it was harder to do than I
·The next day I returned
lightened through my sudden thought. I had become a lito the library with a new found
revelation, I happened to pass brary junky without intention,
respect. Everywhere were
the stained glass window again. another victim of the library
people reading books, pacing
Oddly enough that guy was still monkey. So I then discovered
down aisles and punching away
there snoozing away. He was a cozy spot in the northeastern
on the computers.
surrounded this time by a few corner of the fourth floor with
I thought to myself, "This
of bis friends all asleep like a killer view , kicked up my
place ain't t90 bad!"
him. I then noticed something .feet, and entered into that conAnd that's when it hapthat wasn't there before. He tagious dreamland.
pened. I saw lady fast asleep
had drool running down -his
•John Dao
at one of the study booths . She
~----------'chin.
Revelation
Writer
photo/Best
was out like the Florida A library junkie taking a nap before going back to work
Marlin's line up. Left curious
from this modern version of
Sleeping Beauty, I was deterMEDIC4L PROfESSIONAI.S
mined to find if there were others under such a spell. Surely
enough not only close by her,
but on every floor were
Vivarin-deficient souls lounging about. These randomly-dispersed library bums flock to
this haven for down-and-out
university burn-outs.
You've worked hard to develop
your medical skills. The Air
On the third floor was a
Force can show you how to make
sight that I had seen before. It
the most of them. Whether
was of a man draped over a
you're a physician, nurse, phy~i
cushioned bench. It took me a
cal therapist, psychologist or
minute to dig into my subconother specialist, here are four
scious to remember him but it
reasons you should aim high in
wasn't that difficult. In an atthe Air Force.
tempt not to insult him by stating his name, I will refer to
An environment of quality
himas"that guy."
medicine. Air Force medical
Those of you· who ever
professionals share high stan.dards of patient care in an envistepped into the library should
ronment where the patient's
know who I'm talking about.
needs come first.
He's that guy you always see
wandering around like he's
Continuing education opportulost, that guy who talks to himnities. Tremendous educational
self between bathroom breaks,
opportunities allow Air Force
that guy who is al ways seen
professionals to advance withwith. his bag full of books like
out additional investment in
it was his lover. You know,
their field.
that guy.
A leadership role. As an Air
He was asleep underneath
Force medical professional you ·
the bright reflection of the .
are a commissioned officer, with
stained glass window.
all the recognition and respect
I then left to go to my
accorded to those who wear the
noontime class, but was drawn
uniform
back after its conclusion. I was
Excellent compensation and
destined to discover some more
benefits. Air Force medical prointeresting phenomena. And
fessionals
receive an excellent
indeed I did.
compensation
and benefits packI noticed this fairly atage
including
low-cost
life insurtractive sorority girl sitting at
ance,
complete
medical/dental
a table. Before I could get the
care, 30 days vacation with pay
chance to go up to her, I was
each year and more.
beaten by another guy. I
There are many other reasons to
watched him flirting with her
join today's Air Force. Discover
left and right and waited pathe rewards-Call
tiently for my turn. In the meantime I was approached myself
by another attractive girl.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Then it hit me - this
TOLL FREE
place is something more grand.
1-800-423-USAF
It is where some people go to
get dates! They don't even have
to pay admission or be forced
to have a two-drink minimum.
To most students, this can be
an economic plu . a local ''Love
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CJ\SH PJ\ID for CD'S
- l 12" SlrtCILIS©TOP.S •llDI
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(407) 895-8200
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USED
CD'S

TRADE-IN
CD'S

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, BLUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
'
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

(

•

REGISTER TO WIN APAIR OF ORLANDO ·
· MAGIC TICKETS
LO'MR BOWL SEATS

DRAWING TO BE HELD AT lOP.M.

100 S. Oranae Ave.

·

In the Old Bank Vaultunder the Metcalf Bu_ilding (downtown Ortando)

•

Ple-c::ase. 'flll In 1-h~ 'fc:>llc:>wlng lr-l'fc:>rmc::a1"1c:>r-, 1"c:>
fc:>r Cl c:::hc:1nc:::~ -tc:> w i n Lc:>w~r bc:>wl
se<:.:1-ts c::1-t -the upc:::c:>mlng c::>rlc::1ndc:> f'V'lc::1glc:::
hc:>me gc:1me.
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Name: ____________________
. ____

Address:-----------Phone:
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Rediscovering Art Films

J

VIDEO
continued from R3

ing film about the brother's relationship and how society can sometimes tear the truth and muscle out
the amount of a potential family can
achieve if they work together.
"Jumping at the Boneyard," isn't a
horror film, it is a lesson of care and
love.
"Roadside Prophets"
Fineline Pictures
1991
A motorcycle, another motorcycle and a lunatic, played by a
hilarious John Cusak, who keeps
popping up in every part of the
United States, is the essence ofRoadside Prophets. Adam Horowitz

(Beastie Boys), playing the other
biker who is obsessed with sleeping
at every Motel 6 in the nation, is the
tag-along of a vacationing mill
worker who i on a journey to find
a place to discard a complete
stranger's shes. Okay, so it sounds
totally pointless... it is. But wait,
that is the point, after figruing out
that life is pointless, you learn to
just enjoy the sarcastic comments
between Horowitz and his companion as you take an eccentric crosscountry trip around various wastelands of America. Roadside Prophets is a fun and relaxing film, that if
anything, you will learn how it i~ to
sleep at a Motel 6 in California, in
Texas, in Nevada, in Montana ....
·
•Derek Krause
Revelation Writer

.Student Bargains
Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. .from $199.99
5-Pc. Dine~te Sets ...................... .from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............. from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets .............................. Jrom $ 59.99
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand nume
furniture. We sell for less, so you can 't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ nsA·
Store Hour" Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m -

I

Sat. I 0 a.m.-5 p.m.

J

CORT~
FURNITURE RENTAL
. CLEARANCE CENTER

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
524, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for l l. C.F. StudcnL<:J with Valid l.D.

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
. crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pa in, if any • Discuss findings • G~t
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends 1;,'3(),'94

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Features editor for "Revelation" section of
The Central Florida Future. Must be able to
adhere to deadline pressure. Must have an
interest in the arts and know how to write
edit journalism major preferred, but not
necessary. Call 823-8054 for more infonnation, or stop by the office and apply.

Ceruf1ed· Dental Implant Pro:;thetJCS
Member Amencan Dental Assornmon.
Academy of General Dentistry. Academy for
Spo11~ Dentisny. Florida Dental Assornnion
Greater Oilando Dental Society

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Team Dentist: University of Central IC!urldat

Call 282-2101

It 1s ou1 ofl1ce pohcy thm th.: pauent and any other person responsible for payment has the nght Lo refuse to pay. cancel p.1\ ment. or be reimbursed for pa1·meni f(lr an) other sernce, exam1mtt1on , or treatment which "
pe1'01mc·d a' <1 .re:-ult of ;mtl w1thm 72 hours ot respond mg 10 the advemsement t01 the tree, d1'COlmted. fee , 01 reduced kc '~fl ice. exarnmauon. or treatment.

Late study night ahead?

The clock strikes lam, the library is closing, but you're not done cramming for exams. Aaghtt
. Don't fret. Now you can stay on campus and study at the 24-Bour Study Center in the Cafeteria.

April 26 - May 4 from I am - 8 am daily

* Excluding Friday and Saturday nights

. , . No:e::;-::7:::~ =~::::::udy
l'!'!"li:~~:'.:"!'!~~~~~~~~

Free Coffee and Doughnuts

..
"
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Anti-Defamation League®

For over four decades the world has believed nothing could· be more horrible
than the holocaust, the Nazi's systematic
. annihilation of six million Jews. Unfortunately, we were wrong. It turns out there is
something more incomprehensible--the
suggestion that it never happened.

THEY CALL THEMSELVES Holocaust Revisionists, and claim all they
want is scholarly investigation and open
debate of an historical event. This
motley collection of Neo-Nazis, antiSemites, pseudo-academics and white
supremacists has been attempting to run
advertisements in college newspapers;
rambling, inaccurate, and wholly
indefensible, these ordinarily would be
ignored as pernicious anti- Semetic
nonsense and summarily dismissed. But
since several college papers chose to
run these ads, citing First Admendment
considerations, there are a couple of
points that need to be made, to put a
stake in the heart of this ghohlish flight
of fantasy.

HOLOCAUST
REVISIONISTS CLAIM
THERE NEVER WAS A
HOLOCAUST.
JUST,WHO ARE THESE
PEOPLE, AND WHAT IS
THEIR MOTIVE?

GOEBBELS WOULD HA VE
LOVED THIS.
Every time the economy plummets the
racists, bigots, social orphans anti-Semites
try to start a witch hunt. Any scapegoat in a
storm, although Jews are preferable. Joseph
GO'ebbels, Hitler's Minister of Propaganda,
called it, "The Big Lie."(You say it often
enough, and people start to believe it.) The
First Admendment is well worth paying
attention to, and any subject should be fair
game for objective and scholarly examination. On _the other hand, the marketplace of
ideas envisioned by the First Admendment
is not _advanced one iota by an edi_torial
decision to publish blatant and outrageous
falsehoods. This week, the Holocaust, next
week they'll deny American Blacks were
ever ensiaved.
·

These ads are paid for by Bradley R Smith, Committee for Open Debate on
the Holocaust. Who is he? And what possible motive could this committee .
have for wasting perfectly good paper to promote this tripe? The "Committee" is a front for the Institute of Historical Review which openly promotes
anti-Semitism and Jewish c.onspiracy theories. It works feverishly to
improve the image of the Third.Reich and its leaders. And it continually
attacks and attempts to deligitimize the State of Israel. It has published
Ads that are intentionally hurtful, or
books entitled The Six Million Swindle and The Rumor of Auschwitz .
obviously false, have been rejected by
Members of the KKK, the American Nazi Party, and other white supremaresponsible publications for generations.
cist groups attend IHR conferences and avidly promote IHR propaganda.
):his is a perfect opportunity to continue
Motive enough to eliminate any Holocaust Revisionist credibility.
l!:ithat tradition.

THE BIG LIE,
REVISITED.
Holocaust "Revisionist" are really
seeking new ways to recycle longtime
anti-Semetic conspiracy theories. They
give the game away when they charge
in their books, journals,_articles and
.speeches that the Nazi genocide--the
most fully documented atrocity in
hurrian history - is a "Zionist hoax" to
benefit Jews and Israel.

WHO ARE THESE GUYS,
ANYWAY?

students. They are empty vessels to be
filled." Where have we heard that before?

. As for Bradly Smith, in August 1991 he told a group in Long Beach, CA
that "I dop't want to spend time wjth adults anymore. I want to go to
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Furnished Apartments ·
Cable and Data Capabilities
On-Campus Convenience
Private Bedrooms
Academic Rental Periods

•
•
•
•

Electricity
Air Conditioning/Heat
Water/Sewer
Local Telephone Service

ffi
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Live on campus 'in tbis new ayJartment facilit;g1 situateo near tbe beautiful Lake claire picnic area. Eacb ayJartment
cantains four (4) private beOrooms1 with two (1) full baths, living room anO kitchen (see floor plan). It is this single heOroom

~

\'

~

concept wbicb _makes tbese apartments so unique.
~
Stuoents must he aomitteo to tbe Universit;g prior to apyJl;ging for tbese apartments ano must be uyJyJerclassmen yJYior ~
i
~t•_• to resioing in tbese facilities. Lake Claire Court;garo AyJartments are situateo arouno a Commons Builoi~g.
~~oo__•!JJ

~

fID'

rnu connoru tHtt mtL1,11t>r.:

TYPICAL APARTMENT UNIT

• Community Center
• Laundry Facilities
• Postal Boxes
• Administratrve Services
• Meeting Room Space
• T.V. Lounge

Department of Housing and Residence Life
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 163222
Orlando, Florida 32816-3222
(407) 823-4663

~
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Anthrax rocks; The Proclaimers suck
Can't decide which CD's to blow your hard-earned cash on? Let us help.
What can I say about these
guys? Unless you are really into.
twin brothers yodling with campfire-sty le guitar strumming, stay
away from this CD!
_ Actually, they aren't that bad.
I could listen to one or two of their
tracks, but that's all I can take. All
12 songs basically sound alike, and
after a few minutes of their English
twang, they get damn annoying, too
much for my blood anyway.

dark passion with which she sings is
totally captivating. It sometimes
makes you forget that the music
you're listening to sucks.
So, here's my advice to Ms.
Lorson. Find another band, or, better yet, play some of the music I've
written. ~ou'll have a hit, guaran-

teed.

·

The Proclaimers

, Hit The.Highway
(Chrysalis Records Ltd.)

Anthrax
Live- The Island Years
(Island)

Those of you who were really
got turned on by their previous
''Benny and Joon" duet so much
that you slipped into a coma, I guess
you might get off with this more
recent version of same thing as
well. But for the rest the sane population, you can do without.
My kid sister sounds better
than them.

. •JobnDao

•Dave Bauer

I had a chance to see Anthrax play live once, not too long
before this album was recorded in
1991. They were awesome, to say
the least. There's nothing like hear~ng "Caught in a Mosh" hurl at you
at 110 decibels as you are actually
caught in a mosh pit.
Unfortunately, this album
doesn't ·come close to delivering
what Anthrax sounds like in concert
(on a good night, at least.) The sound
quality is erratic, at times sounding
more like a bootleg recording than a
.. professional one. Rapper Chuck D,
who joins the band for a version of
"Bring the Noise," can barely be
understood in the beginning of the
song.
Don't get me wrong, Live
still rocks. It contains some of
Anthrax's best material, like "I am
the Law" and "(Efilnikufesin) NFL"
There are few other bands out there
that can match Anthrax's raw, fast,
crunching sound. It may not be the
best live recording ever made, but
it's better then anything I could do,
so I guess I'll stop complaining.

I wasn't too thrilled when I
first got this CD, but after listening
to it for a while, it kind of grew on
me. Most of all of the tracks are
characterized by a mellow female
voice and a man with his guitar.
OK. I agree that this music
might put some people to sleep. But
I think it is very good. It will relax
the most uptight of all people. Their
morbid song "Into Dust" tells a story
through a dead l~r. "Fade· Into
You" and "Blue Li ht" more typically represent theif)ound.
Mazzy Star serenades you
through an hour of soulful musical
contentment. Check them out.

•Dave Bauer

•John Dao

r.i

Mazzy Star
So Tonight That I Might See
(Capitol Records)

The Gay & Lesbian Hot Spot

RETRO TRACKS
The Best in Old Wave with Billboard DJ
John Carpenter

FREE DRAFTS
-8pm - Midnight
18 & up Welcome

"I'm so · bad, I
should be in detention."
-Anthrax

·Stop by the Future office to pick up free tickets to "PCU"while available.

Madder Rose
,..Panic On
(Atlantic)
Before listening to Panic On,
I ·had never heard Madder Rose. I
took one look at the cover of the CD
and got the impression they were
some crappie, wanna-be altemati ve
band.
I guess first impressions are
generally right.
The songwriting is amateur
at best, the lyrics border on stupid
\iand the music sounds neai:ly identical to just about any song MTV
plays during "120 Minutes."
"'
But., and here's the big 'but,'
Mary Lorson, the band's vocalist.,
has an amazing voice. When I say
..amazing,ldon'tmean in the technical sense. It doesn't seem like she
has a great range, can hold a note for
Ji minute or anything like that. The
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BASEBALL from page 28

University of South Florida. UCF
travels to College of Charleston,
then to the University of Florida,
next to Stetson, followed by a little
jaunt over to Tampa May 3 to drop
inontheBullsfromUSF. Theregular season ends at home with three
games versus Florida Atlantic May
7-8.
Even though UCF was swept
Saturday coach Bergman remains
optimjstic. "Oh well, yesterday is
yesterday, today is today, and tomorrow is tomorrow."

REMAINING UCF BASEBALL SCHEDULE
April 22
@ College of Charleston*
3 p.m.
23
@College of Charleston* (DH) 1 p.m.
27
@ Florida
7 p.m.
29
@ Stetson*
·7 p.m.
30
@ Stetson* (DH)
5 p.m.
May 3
@ South Florida
7 p.m.
7
vs. Florida Atlantic*
7 p.m.
8
vs. Florida Atlantic* #(DH)
1 p.m.
14-17 Trans America Athletic Conference Tournament
* Denotes TAAC game# Game broadcast on 89 .9 WUCF FM

Trans America Athletic Conference
BASEBALL STANDINGS
TAAC
EAST
FIU
UCF
Stetson
Charleston
FAU*

Overall

9-3

30-15
25-18
32-15
22-19
26-19

7.5
5-7
3-9

TAAC Overall
WEST
Mercer
Samford
SLU
Centenary
GSU

11-7
11-7
8-7
7-8
5-13

24-17
17-19
19-21
18-21
10-31

* FAU begins full TAAC schedule in 1995

to the recent University of
Central Florida graduates who
will be joining the Florida offices
ofKPMG.
/,.~.<'"

(
KPMG Peat ; ',,~ ·
larg~st~.te .
ment consulti
through its net'w,
in 125 countries.
your care,~r wi

. DeHoog/ Future

KPMG1Peat M

Matt .Amman's .275 ·batting average is fifth best on the Golden Knights. He's a_lso
speedy on the bases, stealing 1-4of16 so far this season.

LESNIAK
frompage28

"She was our Most Valuable
Runner in Cross Country this season,
and she hasn't slowed down since,"
Loftus explains. "She's doing really
well forus this season in track."
So well, in fact, her times in
both the 1,500 meter and the 3,000
meter at a recent meet in Tampa set
new school records.
Loftus reca1ls that merely two
years ago, Lesniak was struggling to
be one of the top five runners on the
UCF team. In 1993, she moved into
the number three spot, but still her
goals were higher. "Over the past
summer she trained awfully hard, an~
she is now my number one runner,"
Loftus says.
In 1993, Lesniak capped off a
successful season with an eighth place
finish in the Trans America Athletic
Conference meet; this year her goal is
to finish in the top five. To accomplish
this goal, she knows she has to be in
shape not only physically, but men-

tally as well.
"So much of it is mental," she
says. ''I'm starting to think a lot more
competitively."
She insists, however, the attitude among members of the UCF
track team is more ·supportive than
competitive.
''Werunagainsteachother,but
wereally helpeachotherout. We have
a really good support group."
Jeanne Lesniak plans on returning next season, striving to be her
persona] best at each and every meet.
And after that? She definitely wants to
keeprunningaftercollegeandplansin
competing in 5Kroadraces, triathlons
and marathons. Whatever she chooses
to do in the future, she's sure to do it
with the same tremendous effort ·she
now puts into every practice and every
race.
Lesniak sums up her hard-work
philosophy this way: "One tirrie my
coach wore this shirt to practice, and
on the back it said 'Go hard or go
home.' That's so true! If you're not
goingtodoyourbest, whydoitata11?"
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WE DELIVER!
!-•Every Monday night, all
I
you can eat pasta, $4.95

11
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Magic down Bulls, but lose Jeff Turner
for remainder of season with knee injury
by JENNY DUNCANSON

Hill said. "We felt this was a game
we had to have today, coming off
the Charlotte and Boston game.
With just three games left in We came ready to play against a
the regular season, the Orlando team who's playing for first. "
Magic are fighting for the right to
Chicago is battling New
begin the playoffs with home- York for the second spot in the
court advantage.
Eastern Conference and both are
After clinching a playoff breathing down the neck of Atberth April 8 at home against De- lanta, one of the teams the Magic
troit, Orlando celebrated with two stiJl have to face.
more wins. But then they proved
The Magic may have beaten
how up and down their playing the Bulls, but Orlando suffered a
can be, losing games to Charlotte key loss. Forward Jeff Turner left
at home and Boston on the road. the game with an injury in he
Magic head coach Brian Hill fourth period. Monday team docsaid he felt the team was tired, but tors said he has a torn anterior ·
rested before Sunday's game with the cruciate ligament in his left knee.
Chicago Bulls and was ready to battle He will likely be out the remainfor the home-court advantage.
der of the season and surgery is a
The Magic showed up for possibility.
the game ready to fight but had a
Turner has started 50 of 67
diffieult time getting their feet on games played this season and has
solid ground. They led by as much been a solid contributor. He had
as nine and were down by as much 15 points before leaving Sunday's
as seven in the first half..The third- game in the fourth period.
period momentum swing carried
"He's real valuable. When
the Magic to a 118-10 I victory he's hot, he'll hit eight out of 10
and saved them from a three-game jump shots," said Shaquille
losing streak. ·
O'Neal. "Larry [Krystkowiak]
"[We] had to fight off men- will have to come in and pick up
tal fatigue and physical fatigue," the slack."
Sports Editor

•

•

•

•
- c.

/ Despite the loss of Turner,
Hill said this was a key victory for
the Magic .
"This game was important
for several reasons," said Hill.
"First, we had to bounce back.
And we felt we had to establish a
home-court mentality."
Hill said every game the last
couple of weeks has had the intensity of a playoff game. And it's
only going to get worse.
"Every team we have to play
is gonna have different incentives," said Hill.
Minnesota comes to town
tonight, but are out of the playoff
picture.' The Magic travel to Atlanta Saturday to face a Hawks
team that is trying to hang on to
the top spot in the East.
New Jersey will be in Orlando Sunday. The Nets are hov-

(DeHoog/Fufure)

ering at the bott?m of the p~ck in Dennis Scott is averaging 12.5 points per game and is
the East and will be battlmg to fourth on the Magic in scoring.
keep from falling out of the play~
off picture all together.
And Orlando's incentive is
to hold onto the coveted fourth
place and go into their first-ever
playoff game with the home-town
In 1993, we employed 2000 students in our
fans cheering them on.

NEED A SUMMER JOB?

program. They earned an average of $350 per week
plus a $2000 college scholarship paid to you .
Interested? Call 895-0355 for an interview. Ask
for Tim, College Program Coordinator.

1994
•
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Peace comes to the sports page as the semester ends
..

Once again, sports fans, your favorite sports columnists have teamed up to go
Officially Offsides.
This is unofficially our last column.
(Please, stop your crying.) We will be here
throughout the summer, but some of you
will not. And w.e will be gone to graduation
in August. (Yeah!)
We come together this week to thank
all our faithful readers who have enjoyed
our bickering during the last two years.
And while we found a great number of
things we disagreed about, there were many
•Orlando won't get the L.A. Raiders. Al
issues we were on the same side of the a difficult man. Enough said. It's too easy.
Davis is using 0-Town like baseball teams have
argument. We'd like to share some of those
•Orlando can't support a Major League
used St. Petersburg.
baseball team. Check out attendance at Orlando
with you:
. •Orlando won't get an Nlil.. team, be• Orlando should have embra~ed the Cubs games if you don't believe us.
Canadian Football League. This city will .
•HiringUCFbasketballheadcoachKirk . cause fans never_ supported the -Tampa Bay
Lightning when they came to town.
never be "Major League" until it embraces Speraw was a great move. Speraw is a tremen• Having credentials to games is really
so-called minor sports.
dous motivator and a coach UCF should find a
cool.
• UCF baseball coach Jay Bergman is way to keep.
• UCF Arena Director Vic Collazo is
a delightful man. Plus, coach Bergman gives
•The Golden Knights will go back to the
money greedy and doesn't care about what
our aspiring Sports Editor Jason Swancey NCAA basketball tournament. There's not one
students want. Why else would intramural acsomething humorous to talk about with his team in the Trans America Athletic Conference
tivities be kicked out of the.Arena?
friends. Our favorite tale is the one where strong enough to beat them.
0 UCF President. John Hitt' s best move
·
B~rgman swats Jason on the butt after a
•TheTransAmericaAthleticConference
was hiring Athletic Director Steve Sloan. ·
game. But, Mr. Swancey tells it much bet- isadumbname.Justaskanyofourwriters.Let's
•World Cup soccer proves Orlando cares .
ter ! ·
see, we've seen Trans Atlantic, Trans American,
about
tourists than its own residents. ·i
more
• UCF football coach Gene McDowell is Trans America-Atlantic, the list goes on and on.
TENNIS from page 28
this weekend. The men captured
the second seed behind heavily favored Florida International. The
women tied for second with Stetson
and Charleston, but are the fourth
seed by way of tie-breakers. Being
dropped to a fourth seed may be a
blessing in disguise because the
women may not meet number one
seeded FIU until the finals. In the
first round the women will face
Mercer. The men will face the
Samford vs. Mercer winner.
The women ended the season winning 13 of their last 14
matches, losing 5-4 to Rollins April
12. "The girls are playing their best
tennis of the year. I think they will
do very well. We have a re~l shot
this year because of our strong
depth. I have eight strong players
on this team," said UCFheadcoach
Gail Falkenberg.
The men have slipped a bit at

the end of the season. 'The men play
·with such emotion thatitis sometimes
hard for them to get into a match that
doesn't count much at the end of year.
Anything less than a second place
finish wouid be considered a disappointment," said Falkenberg.
· The women will be led by Lara
Froelich and Adrienne Wood, both
15-3 during the regular season.
"Only FIU Gan really take us
out. If we play well mthe lower positions, we can win," Wood said.
The men continue to be led by
Christian Carlstrom. Carlstrom
posted a 16-2 singles record while
going 11-5 with numberonedoubles
partner Fredrik Anderson. The
men's only defeat not decided by
one match to number one seed FIU. ·
Can they beat them this time? ''.Absolutely!" claims Falkenberg.
The men and the women
travel to Charleston, S.C. this weekend hoping to capture a highly contested TAAC trophy.

•Predators' quarterback Ben Bennett is
.not a good sports caster.
• Luge is the best Winter Olympic sport.
•Orlando Magic head coach Brian Hill is
good, but ex-coach Matt Guokas got the short
end of the stick.
• If you have to-flash "LOUD" on the
scoreboard, your fans suck. See next item.
• Orlar.do Magic fans Sl)ck. It's not a game
for them, it's a social event. See previous item.
•The Magic won't go to the next level
until they can win close ball games in the fourth
period.
•Having the Chicago Cubs Double-A
team in Orlando is awesome. You'll find us at
many games this summer.
•The Future has the best sports photographer in Mike DeHoog. (Thanks for all your
service Mike, we' re gonna miss you. When you
make it big-time, please buy a comb!)
•Tommy Stewart is a funny guy. (Thanks".
for all the "Ten Trivial Tidbits".)
Thanks to all who make this job somewhatbearableatmidnightonMonday andcurses
to those who make it unQeal"able in those same
wee hours ofthe morning.
Stand and cheer, kind readers, and re- ·
member, the sports beat goes on.

Sloan joins Jordan, Guayle, Spurrier ,
and Marino on.the links in Kissimmee
by JENNY DUNCANSON

Sports Editor

What do Michael Jordan, Dan
Marino, Mario Lemieux, Dan
Quayle, Maury Povich, Randy
Quaid, Johnny Bench, Steve
Spurrier and UCF Athletic Director
Steve Sloan have in common?
They all have single-digit
handicaps.
Anq that qualifies them to
participate in the inaugural $150,000
Celebrity Golf Association Classic
of Orlando. The event, which takes
place April ~8-May 1, will kick off
the 1994 CGA Tour.
Sloan will tee up with the
field of celebrities at the Falcon's
Fire Golf club in Kissimmee.

Sloan says he's not a serious
golfer, not like.some of the other
participants.
"I'm not r~lly a professional
golfer,"saidSloan. "They(theother
players) are all professionals. They
take this very seriously." ·
Sloa~ likes to play more for
fun and relaxation.
"Toumament golfis different
from fun golf. I'm not sure how I'll
do in this setting."
Sloan does not, however, rule
out the possibility of winning the ·-

tourney, which has a cash prize.
Whatwouldhedowiththemoneyif
he is victorious?
"Whatever money I might win
I will likely donate to the Knights
Boosters. I might be able to win.
We'll have to see."
And fot those who would like
to see how Sloan does, the tournament is open to the public.
Tickets for the event are $12
for adults per day and $6 for students, children under 12 and senior
citizens.

BEDDING SALE!
SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF STUDENTS

MATTRESS SETS

SKYDfVEI

Twin

$49

each

Full

$55

each

Queen

$69 each

at the

World
Skydiving
·center
in beautiful Lake Wales
• Daily Classes • Tandem • Static Line •
• First Jump Specials Available • Group Rates •

a"~ J~ w~ Tk gut1
Open 7 Days A Week • (813) 678-1003
440 Airport.Rd., Lake Wales, FL 33853

)

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

4 pc. Bedroom Set

$199

(Similar to picture)

• Double Dressers • Mirror • Headboard • Bedframe

,.,
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More than 1,000 Central Rorida kids
participate in free sports camps at UCF

•

WANTEDI
Features editor for "Revelation" section of The Central Florida Future. Must be able to adhere to
deadline pressure and work odd hours. Pagemaker experience aplus. Journalism major preferred,
but not necessary. Call 823-8054 for more information, or stop by the office and app~.

by JENNY DUNCANSON

Our goal is to get people to the Publix, Pepsi, Pretzel's Bar and
university and see what's going Grille, Kids at Play and T.G. Lee
on. And we wanted an event for Foods.
UCF, in its quest to become a. the children of our alumni . I just
''The food," said 11-year-old
Division I-A powerhouse, has tried thought it would be hard to get all Justin Kerlin, who wanted to parout a new strategy for recruiting of the coaches together, but Ron ticipate in football, basketball and
fans.
did it."
baseball, but finally decided to learn
The UCF Athletic Complex
"I went to the coaches and I from head baseball coach Jay
was the site of the first annual UCF said 'I'm Ron Johnson. We're hav- Bergman. "We learned how to field
Sports Camps Saturday, offered free ing a K-Club weekend. Here's what the ball right, how to throw right. It
to all area children grades K-8. Over we're doing.' And every coach said was really fun. And I )iked the
I ,OOOchildren showed up to partici- yes. Every coach was 100-percent coaches that helped."
pate in football, basketball, base- supportive and agreed to particiJustin's father, James Kerlin,
ball, volleyball and soccer. The pate."
is an alumnus and received a notice
cheerleaders even held a clinic to
And every coach showed up, of the event in the mail.
teach those who cheer on the ath- along with most of their players.
"I asked him and he wanted to
letes.
And they were all very pleased with come out," Mr. Kerlin said. "He's
The idea for a free camp came the turnout.
been to UCF's basketball camp
from K-Club President Ron
"I thought it was super," said and really enjoyed it. I think this is
Johnson. The K-Club is UCF's var- head men's soccer coach Bob great, I think the kids really ensity letter-winners club. Johnson Winch. "We try to get out into the joyed it themselves and I think the
played defensive end for the Knights community but it's probably easier UCF athletes enjoyed themselves
and was an All-American in 1979 to get the community to come here. too."
and '80_ He joined the K-Club at its Itwasanexcellenttumout,theplay"I liked it, it was fun," said
inception in 1984 and became presi- ers were excited, the kids were ex- Chris Pirnat, who came to play
cited."
basketball. "I liked when we
dent last June.
Since becoming president,
Golden Knights' basketball learned how to dribble. I learned
Johnson has made it his goal to playerHowardPortersaidhewanted ,. how to shoot better and how to
better market sports programs at to help teach the kids.
dribble right. And I liked meeting
''I like working with kids," all the players."
UCF.
"My goal is to create young Porter said. "I realize that we have a
Everyone seemed happy
UCF fans, before they become greatinfluenceandwecanmotivate with the turnout. Manny
Florida or Miami fans," Johnson kids. I want them to say no to drugs Rodriguez, Assistant Director of
and stay in school. If you play a Alumni Relations, said the phone
said.
Johnson has the complete sup- sport it automatically stimulates in- at his office rang all week with
port of the Alumni Association.
terest in college because you want interested parents seeking more
"My initial reaction was to take it to the next level."
information. Johnson said he
'great'," said Tom Messina, DirecMost kids couldn't decide hopestomakethisanannualevent.
tor of Alumni Relations. "The what was the best part of the day- He seems to have the support of
Alumni Association is just inter- the camp, meeting the players or the the coaches and hundreds of Cenested in getting recognition for UCF. free lunch which was sponsored by tral Florida kids.
Sports Editor

•
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Spring '94

I
I

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

St. Joseph's
Catfio{ic Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841

I

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets
Need:
A Will
· · A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
· legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For inforrnatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
· Room210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

jhr R15ltterd UCF Stdnttl

~

;

DID YOU KNOW?

I

&

Funde~ through

Activity & Seivice Fee
by the Student Government Association

The,UCF Student Health Center (SHC) and Health
Resource Center (HRC) are located adjacent to the Biology
building.
For all medical ·non-emergencies, you must make an
appointment in advance by stopping by or calling the SHC.
You may call "Consult-A-Nurse" who will advise you
regarding your medical questions.
Your suggestions are needed to provide the best possible
UCF health programs and services! Please use the survey
forms located in the SHC and HRC.

f

l

You paid $47.30 this semester in UCF student health foes.
GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH!
.
Find out what's offered at the SHC and HRC and use them!

**
king for motivated students who want to
S.H.A.C. i
make an impact on UCPs health services. Call 823-5841 or
stop by the HRC to pick up an application.

•

..

STIJDENT HEALTH CENTER
M-F 8-7

(407) 82:3-2701

HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
M-F 8-5

(407) 823-5841

SPECIAL u.c.F. GRADUATION RATE
$36.00 ( 1-4 PERSONS)

ECONO LODGE (407)"273:1·soo·•
UNIVERSITY
11731 E. Colonlol Dr. (50)

Orlando, Fl 32817

. (800) 874·1156 •

~*

.J
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Golden Panthers claw UCF,
take· East Division lead
by JASON SWANCEY
Staff Writer

If you get a hit one out of every three
times at bat in baseball you' re~ .33 3 hitter and
considered to be at the top of your game.
However, if you only win one out of every
three games you play on a continual basis
you' re considered to be a basement team. The
Florida International University Golden Panthers (30-15, 9-3) took two of three once again
from UCF (25-18, 7-5) this past weekend,
making it four out of the last six over a two
week: period. The Knights took the first game
7-3 and were swept in the doubleheader Saturday by FIU 5-1 and 4-3.
UCF won the opener Friday evening,
despite committing six errors. The Knights
got a complete game from Mike Halperin,
who now has a 6-5 record to go along with his
team-leJding 68 strikeouts. He gave up only
one earned run on five hits. Centerfielder
Tony Marrillia (.288 avg.) had two hits, as did
Frank Fucile.
"Our hitting just isn't there, were not
hitting the ball in key situations ... we're just
not hitting the ball," commented second

•

baseman Eric Golden.
Saturday, UCF didn't fare as well, as
the team was able to muster only six total hits
in the twin-bill. In the first game the Knights
lost 5-1, and lefty Jay Veniard (6-1) suffered
his first defeat. Going into this game UCF was
tied with FIU in the Eastern division at 7-3.
Afterwards the Knights found themselves a
game behind, and losing momentum going
into the series finale.
In the second game of the doubleheader, the UCF bats remained donnapt once
again. FIU had no problem hitting the ball, in
fact they hit double digits collecting 10 hits en
DeHoog/ Future
route to a narrow 4-3 victory.
Sophomore Lara Froelich is on the number one doubles team for
The Knights are now two games behind
the
Lady Knights. UCF plays TAAC tourney matches this weekend.
in a race UCF coach Jay Bergman saw coming from the V';ry beginning.
"I knew it would go down to the wire
with everyone still in it. This is a strong
conference, that might not be decided until the · by SCOIT GINCHEREAU
the last month of the season and finished 17-4,
Staff Writer
final game has been played."
following
a 8-1 shellacking ofJacksonville UniTue Knights have a rough road ahead,
The smashing Knights were truly golden
versity.
playing eight consecutive games on the road
Both teams are seeded heading into the
following last night's home game with the as both the men's and the women's tennis
teams cruised at theend of theiiregularseasons.
Trans America Athletic Conference tournament
The
men
finished
18-6,
despite
a
season
ending
See BASEBALL, page 24
See TENNIS, page 26
loss to Georgia ~<?uthern. The women peaked

Terris teams gearing up for TAAC toumey

With only four meets remaining, the UCF track and field
team is shifting into high gear,
riding out the final weeks of a
- season that has been filled with
ups and downs.
While other athletic teams
at UCF are gearing -up for their
Trans America Athletic Conference Championships, the track
team will not have a conference
meet this season. Since less than
50 percent of schools in the TAAC
have track programs, no conference meet will be held.
Coach Doug Loftus feels his
team has done quite well this season. The Knights have already set
eight school records and Loftus
has high hopes for the rest of the
season as well.
"We're expecting to set
quite a few more records in the
next month or so when we start
peaking for the bigger meets coming up," he said.
One reason for the team's
progress is the incredible size of
the women's team. With almost
25 runners, the team is one of the
largest in school history.
"That is a very big plus for
our program," Loftus said:
Jeanne Lesniak, a junior, is
one member of this talented team
and Loftus considers her his number-one runner. A distance runner,
Lesniak set two school records at a
meet in Tampa earlier this month.
Looking to the future, Loftus
named runners Sharia Bell and
Olen McLean as ones to watch.
Bell runs the 800 meter and has
done consistently well this season. With intense weight training
over the summer, Loftus expects
her to be a really big competitor

next year. McLean set three
records this year as a freshman,
and Loftus expects much from her
in the future.
"[McLean] is a wonder,"
Loftus explained. "She's really a
tough competitor, and she's got a
load of talent."
McLean is concentrating on
the heptathlon and competes in
the shot put, the long jump and the
400 meter.
The men's team also has
some young talent; freshman
Charlie Cerney is only half a second away from setting the school
record in the 400 meter.
As for the more experienced
runners, Rene Placencia and Erik
Lipham, both distance runners,
they have been doing extremely
well this season.
"They should do a great job
for us in the upcoming meets,"
Loftus said.
Drumeco Lauriston holds the
UCF record in the long jump and in
the 4xl00 meter relay. Loftus says
Lauriston' s 9.8 second relay time is
a world class time.
Robin Holmes, who anchors
the men's relay, has also had a successful season, placing first in his
heat at the Florida Relays in
Gainesville.
The 4xl00 meter relay team
is doing so well that Loftus thinks
the team might be able to qualify for
the national meet. If the runners do
qualify, it will be the first time UCF
has participated in an NCAA championship in track.
Even though they have no
TAAC championship to look forward to, the UCF track team is looking ahead. The biggest meets for the
team are in the weeks to come, and
Loftus has high expectations for his
team.

•

Rumer l.esniak
pushes herSelf
to2 records

Men's and women's track teams
gain speed in home stretch
by JESSICA KARP
Staff Writer

•

by JESSICA KARP
Staff Writer

"Go hard or go home."
That's what Jeanne Lesniak
believes. A distance runner for the
UCF track team, Lesniak credits her
success to discipline and hard work.
When it comes to running, she doesn't
hesitatetoputintheextraeffortneeded
- to accomplish her goals.
"You only getoutofitwhatyou
put into it," she says.
This theory doesn't just apply
to running either; Lesniak, a 21-yearold junior, believes in putting her a11
into her school work as we11. The
health care administration major carefu11y balances an 18-hour course load
with daily track practice and week1y
meets.
"Jeanne's a very hard worker,"
says UCF track coach Doug Loftus.
Lesniak began running in high
school to keep in shape for soccer, but
now track and cross country are her
primary sports. She enjoys running
. because "you just go all out, and when
you're done you feel great."
And Lesniak sure has a lot to
feel great about this year.

'
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Jeanne Lesniak put extra effort into her off-season training
schedule and earned the number one spot on the track team.

•
See LESNIAK, page 24

What's on Tap?
FRIDAY
Men's and Women 's Tennis@ Trans America Athletic Conference
Tournament @ Charleston , S.C. (thru Sun.)
Men's Golf@ Billy Hitchcock Invitational @ Auburn, Ala. (thru Sun.)
Baseball @ College of Charleston 3 p.m.

Alnericah..Atlilen~·. ci>rifer;

.~P~~· i~qiptbllsiu~i;: . \ :~: •:·:,~:~·:· .

SATURDAY
Baseball @ College of Charleston (DH) 1 p.m.
Men's and Women 's Track@ FIU Invite.

•
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